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Appendix 1

The concert programmes of selected recitals of the author of this thesis,

Elena Artamonova, viola
Upcoming Events

Academy of Ancient Music: Handel and heroes
Friday 10 November
Tours, talks and performance at Handel House and St George's, Hanover Square as part of the AAM's season at the Barbican as Associate Ensemble.

Charles Jennens: the man behind Messiah
Sunday 2 December 3-4pm

In the first event to accompany the new exhibition, Curator Dr Ruth Smith reveals the many facets of Charles Jennens, librettist of some of Handel's greatest oratorios, he was also a pioneering Shakespeare editor, creator of a magnificent Palladian mansion, a generous benefactor and friend, and a complex personality. Extracts from Jennens' letters will be read by Oliver Soden.

Tickets £5, £5 students
To Book Please call the Handel House booking line on 020 7399 1953

Christmas Through the Ages
Sunday 9 December 5.30-6.30pm
Venue: Grosvener Chapel, South Audley Street, W1K 2PA

Pegasus, one of London's leading chamber choirs, will perform a programme of seasonal music which will include traditional carols from the medieval period to the present day in the surroundings of the beautiful 18th century Grosvener Chapel.

Tickets £10, £5 students
To Book Please call the Handel House booking line on 020 7399 1953 – Tickets will also be available on the door

Further details www.handelhouse.org/whats-on

Handel House Museum

Viola Works
15 November 2012, 6.30pm

Elena Artamonova (viola)
Robin Bigwood (harpsichord)
Please ensure that your mobile phone is switched off during the concert. Photography is not allowed anywhere in Handel House.

Programme

Benedetto Marcello (1686-1739)
Sonata for cello and harpsichord no. 1 in F major, arr. For viola and harpsichord
Largo
Allegro
Largo
Allegro

George Frideric Handel (1685-1759)
Sonata for violin and harpsichord op. 1 no.8 in G minor, arr. For viola and harpsichord by Michael Pilkington
Andante Langhettato
Allegro
Adagio
Allegro

Johann Sebastian Bach (1685-1750)
Sonata for Viola da Gamba and harpsichord in D major BWV 1028
arr. For viola and harpsichord by Ernst-Gunter Heinemann
Adagio
Allegro
Andante
Allegro

'Adagio' a free arrangement for viola and piano by
Vladim Borisovsky (1900-1972)
Music taken from JS Bach's Organ Concerto in C major BWV 594 which was based on Vivaldi's Concerto Op. 7 No. 5 for violin and bass continuo, RV 208

Vladimir Bakaleinikoff (1885-1953)
Gavotte for viola and piano, 1933

Thank you for attending this event today. Music performed in this space has a special resonance, as it was this room that Handel used as a recital room and here that he rehearsed his musicians and singers between 1723 and 1759.

Biography

Elena Artamonova was born in Moscow and studied at the Gnesin Music College with Ludmila Vennigina and at the Tchaikovsky Conservatoire with Yuri Bashmet. After gaining her diplomas with honours in 1993 and 1998, she continued her studies in London with Martin Outram, violist of the Maggini Quartet, and attended the master classes of Tabea Zimmermann, Nobuko Imai, Simon Rowland-Jones and Leon Chilingirian. During her postgraduate course, she won several prizes, including the British Reserve string prize and Michael Stuckey Trust award. In April 2000 she was awarded the Associateship of the Royal College of Music with Honours and Fellowship of the London College of Music, subsequently becoming Musician in Residence and Head of Strings at Rannoch School, Scotland. She is currently Musician in Residence at New Hall School, Essex. Elena has performed as a soloist, chamber-musician and as a viola leader in Europe, the USA, and the Far East. Her recent engagements have included a series of research presentations in the UK, collaborations with the American Viola Society and Henle Verlag in Germany and recitals with Nicholas Walker (piano/harpischord) exploring often undiscovred and diverse repertoire from Marris to Schnittke with special emphasis on Russian heritage. Their recording of complete music for viola and piano by Sergei Vasilienko, the fruit of Elena's archival investigations, has been recently released by the London label "Toccata Classics".

Robin Bigwood grew up near Bristol and studied harpsichord and piano at the Royal College of Music in London. He won the Bradwood Harpsichord Competition in 1995. Nowadays he performs regularly as a soloist and continuo player with Feinstein Ensemble and Passacaglia, and has also appeared with The King's Consort, London Baroque, Florilegium, Britten Sinfonia, and The Sixteen. Outside of performing, Robin has taught harpsichord at Centre for Young Musicians in London, Trinity College of Music and The Yehudi Menuhin School. With the harpsichordist and recorder player Annabel Knight he runs The Workshop Series, an acclaimed series of concerts in Lewes, East Sussex, held at the workshop of harpsichord maker and restorer Malcolm Rose. He is passionate about recording technology, established the label Barn Cottage Records, and is a regular author for the recording magazine Sound on Sound.
Artists & Future Concerts

The Artamonova-Walker duo gave its first performance in April 2005 and since then has explored a fascinating, often undiscovered and diverse repertoire for viola and piano or harpsichord from Manini and Handel to Alexander Grechaninov and Alfred Schnittke. Their concert programme, with special emphasis on the Russian heritage, has brought to light some remarkable arrangements by Yadvig Borisovsky of works by Vivaldi-Bach, Schumann and Dmitry Bortnyanskii as well as little-known viola music by Anton Rubinstein, Sergei Vasilenko, Vladimir Kovalyev, Sukhan Tsentsserze, Georg Kibik and Sergei Blonimsky. Their CD with the first recording of complete viola works by Sergei Vasilenko, the fruit of Elena’s archival investigations, is available now on Toccata Classics label.

October 21st Sunday 3:00pm

Philip Gammon Piano
“Music and Reminiscence”
A Pianist’s Life with the Royal Ballet

Visitors £10 Members £5
Students and under 21s half price.
Accompanied children under 16 free.

Membership Forms and this Season’s Brochures are available in the interval and annual subscriptions are held at:

Single £40
Double £70 (two people at one address)
which includes entry to all concerts except the End of Season event to which members are admitted at reduced price.
This is still a saving if you attend all concerts.

Egham and District Music Club

ELENA ARTAMONOVA
Viola

NICHOLAS WALKER
Piano

An Afternoon of Russian Music

Sunday 16th Sep 2012 3:00 p.m.
United Church of Egham
Programme

Sonata for viola and piano
Alexander Gretchaninov
(1884-1956)

Sonata for viola and piano, 1926
Nikolai Roslavets
(1881-1944)

INTERVAL

Sonata for viola and piano, op.46
Sergei Vasilenko
(1872-1958)

Four Pieces on the Themes of Lute Players, op.35
Sergei Vasilenko

Composers

Alexander Gretchaninov was a near contemporary of Rachmaninov, when a student at the Moscow Conservatory and similarly left Russia, living first in Paris and then in the United States of America. He continued in his compositions the traditions of an earlier generation. The first two of his four symphonies were written before the Russian Revolution. He died in New York.

Nikolai Roslavets finished his studies of music composition under Sergei Vasilenko. He was also inspired by Scriabin amongst others but developed his own style. In 1933 Roslavets returned to Moscow where he kept his head above water as a day labourer. As 'public enemy', he was one of the condemned composers of Russia for several decades until the last years of his life. He died in Moscow on 23 August 1944.

Sergei Vasilenko was influenced by the nineteenth-century nationalist school, by his teacher Tararev and by Scriabin, adding an interest in symbolism and hints of early modernism. These viola compositions not only extend the repertoire of the instrument but also point to the courage of a composer who spent his life treading the tightrope between his own musical interests and the demands of Soviet 'socialist realism'.

Composers & Artists

Artists

Elena Artamonova was born in Moscow and studied at the Gnesin Music College with Ludmila Vernigora and at the Tchaikovsky Conservatoire with Yuri Bashmet. After gaining her diplomas with honours in 1993 and 1998, she continued her studies in London with Martin Outram, violinist of the Maggini Quartet, and attended the master classes of Tabia Zimmermann, Nobuko Imai, Simon Rowland-Jones and Levon Chilingirian. During her postgraduate course, she won several prizes, including the Britten Boult string prize and Michael Stuckey Trust award. In April 2000 she was awarded the Associateship of the Royal College of Music with Honours and Fellowship of the London College of Music, subsequently becoming Musician in Residence and Head of Strings at Rannoch School, Scotland. Since moving back to England a few years ago, Elena has enjoyed a career as a performer and string coach. She is currently Musician in Residence at New Hall School, Essex.

In 2003-4, commissioned by Comus Edition, Elena translated a book on the history of the viola written by a Russian author, Stanislaw Porsaitowski. This historical area has been a central interest for her for some years. Since autumn 2008, she has been working on her research for 'The Unknown Viola Music of the Russian Avant-garde Movement' at Goldsmith College, Centre for Russian Music, University of London, under the guidance of Professor Alexander Ivashkin, studying at the central libraries and archives in Moscow, London and New York. Her recent engagements have included a series of research presentations in the UK and collaborations with the American Viola Society and Helma Verlang. Elena has performed as a soloist, chamber-musician and as a viola leader in Europe, the USA, and the Far East.

Nicholas Walker, acclaimed by The Evening Standard London as 'a prodigy, of awesome technical fluency backed by exceptional artistry', studied at the Royal Academy of Music and at the Moscow Conservatoire. Winner of the first Newport International Piano Competition, he has performed with major British Orchestras, recorded for BBC Radio 3, Circus, ASV, BHM Arts Nova and Chandos, and given recitals worldwide. The first two discs of his recording of the complete Balakirev piano music for ASV received considerable critical acclaim, as has his live recording of the Liapunov Sonata on Danacord. He is also preparing an edition of all Johann Baptist Cramer's piano concertos, the first of which he played in the London Festival Orchestra's 'Virtuoso Pianists' series. In St Petersburg recently he gave the first public performance of Balakirev's Grande Fantasie on Russian Polkasongs, and a Balakirev Festival commemorating the centenary of the composer's death was held at St John's Smith Square at the end of 2010. He is currently recording the complete piano music of Balakirev for Naxos.
Concerts and Events coming soon at Handel House Museum

Booking line 020 7399 1953

Wednesday 8 February, 7-8pm
Stanley Sadie Memorial Lecture
Riccardo Primo, an opera for a Royal occasion - Terence Best
In the spring of 1727, when Handel first drafted the opera Riccardo Primo, he naturally had no idea that George I would die within a month. It was for him a most fortunate coincidence that for the ensuing coronation of George II he had ready composed an opera which glorified one of George's most charismatic predecessors on the British throne.
Venue Savile Club, 69 Brook Street, London W1K 4ER
Tickets Free but booking essential.

Tuesday 14 February, 6.30-7.30pm
Made on purpose for the Organ or Harpsichord
Robert Willey performs the music of Handel, Roseingrave, Nares, Walford, Goodwin and Greene. This is a British Harpsichord Society recital.
Tickets £9, £5 students

Thursday 8 March, 6.30-7.30pm
The Magic Number: Tres, tres, dreì...
Join the three musicians from Flautotonic for an exploration and celebration of the number three from dances in triple time to J. S. Bach and his obsession with this number, as well as some Flautotonic surprises.
They are Lauren Brant, David Barney (recorders) and Claire Williams (harpsichord). In partnership with the Dulwich Hamlet Recorder Festival.
Tickets £9, £5 students
www.handelhouse.org

Thursday Live at Handel House
26 January 2012

Viola Through the Ages

Elena Artamonova | viola
Nicholas Walker | harpsichord

Find us on Facebook
Programme

Karl Ditters von Dittersdorf (1739-99)
Sonata in E flat major for violin and piano arr. for viola and piano
Allegro moderato, Menuetto I, Adagio, Menuetto II, Tema con Variazioni

Arcangelo Corelli (1653-1713)
Sonata Op. 5 No. 8 for violin and piano arr. for viola and piano
Preludia (Largo), Allemanda (Allegro), Sarabanda (Largo), Giga (Allegro)

Johann Nepomuk Hummel (1778-1837)
Sonata in E flat major Op. 5 No. 3 for viola and piano
Allegro moderato, Adagio Cantabile, Rondo con moto

Sergei Vasilenko (1872-1956)
Four Pieces on the Themes of Lute Music of the 16-17th Centuries, Op. 35 (1818) for viola and piano
Pavane, Madona Tenerina, Serenade for the Lady of my Heart, Knights

Biographies

Elena Artamonova was born in Moscow and studied at the Gnesin Music College with Ludmila Varnigora and at the Tchaikovsky Conservatoire with Yuri Bashmet. After gaining her diploma with honours in 1993 and 1996, she continued her studies in London with Martin Outram, violist of the Maggini Quartet, and attended the masterclasses of Tabea Zimmermann, Nobuko Imai, Simon Rowland-Jones and Levin Chillingirian. During her postgraduate course, she won several prizes, including the British Sitarist string prize and Michael Stuckey Trust award. In April 2000 she was awarded the Associateship of the Royal College of Music with Honours and Fellowship of the London College of Music, subsequently becoming Musician in Residence and Head of Strings at Rannoch School, Scotland. Since moving back to England a few years ago, Elena has enjoyed a career as a performer and string coach. She is currently Musician in Residence at New Hall School, Essex.

In 2003-4, commissioned by Comus Edition, Elena translated a book on the history of the viola written by a Russian author, Stanislaw Pomiatowski. This historical area has been a central interest for her for some years. Since autumn 2008, she has been working on her research for 'The Unknown Viola Music of the Russian Avant-garde Movement' at Goldsmith College, Centre for Russian Music, University of London, under the guidance of Professor Alexander Vasilykin, studying at the central libraries and archives in Moscow, London and New York. Elena has performed as a soloist, chamber-musician and as a viola leader in Europe, the USA, and the Far East.

Nicholas Walker, acclaimed by The Evening Standard London as 'a prodigy, of awesome technical fluency backed by exceptional artistry', studied at the Royal Academy of Music and at the Moscow Conservatoire. Winner of the first Newport International Piano Competition, he has performed with major British Orchestras, recorded for BBC Radio 3, Cirrus, ASV, BMG Arte Nova and Chandos, and given recitals worldwide. The first two discs of his recording of the complete Balakirev piano music for ASV received considerable critical acclaim, as has his live recording of the Lipunov Sonata on Danacord. He is also preparing an edition of all Johann Baptist Cramer's piano concertos, the first of which he played in the London Festival Orchestra's 'Virtuoso Pianists' series. In St Petersburg recently he gave the first public performance of Balakirev's Grande Fantasie on Russian Folksongs, and a Balakirev Festival commemorating the centenary of the composer's death was held at St John's, Smith Square at the end of 2010. He is currently recording the complete piano music of Balakirev for Naxos.

The Artamonova-Walker duo gave its first performance in April 2005 and since then has explored a fascinating, often undiscovered and diverse repertoire for viola and piano or harpsichord from Marais and Handel to Alexander Grechaninov and Alfred Schnittke. Their concert programmes, with special emphasis on Russian heritage, have brought to light some remarkable arrangements by Vladimir Borolsky of works by Vivaldi-Bach, Schumann and Dmitry Bortynsky as well as little-known viola music by Anton Rubinstein, Sergei Vasilenko, Vladimir Kovaliev, Sulkhan Tsintsadze, Georg Kirkor and Sergei Slominsky. Their CD with the first recording of complete viola works by Sergei Vasilenko, the fruit of Elena's archival investigations, is available now on Toccata Classics label.

Thank you for attending this event today. Music performed in this space has a special resonance, as it was this room that Handel used as a recital room and here that he rehearsed his musicians and singers between 1723 and 1759.
The Centre for Russian Music and 
Goldsmiths, University of London presents:

Elena Artamonova (viola)
Nicholas Walker (piano)

Monday 24 October, 2011
6pm

The viola music by Sergei Vasilenko (1872–56) is a major find for violists and for Russian string repertoire in general. The violist Elena Artamonova and pianist Nicholas Walker present some of the works from their new disc of Vasilenko's complete viola music.

David Josefowitcz Recital Hall, Royal Academy of Music, 
Marylebone Road, London NW1 5HT
FREE - ALL WELCOME
PROGRAMME Works by Sergei Vasilenko (1872 - 1956)

Pavane, from ‘Four Pieces on Themes of Lute Players of the 16 - 17th Centuries’ op.35, 1918

Prelude, from ‘Four Pieces for viola and piano’, 1953

Lullaby

Sonata for viola and piano op.46, 1923
  Allegro moderato
  Andante ancorevole
  Fugghetta
  Tempo del commincio (Allegro moderato)

The Russian composer Sergei Vasilenko was influenced by the nineteenth-century nationalist school, by his teacher Taneyev and by Scriabin, adding an interest in Symbolism and hints of early modernism. The discovery of the seven viola compositions—most of them unknown before now—not only expands the repertoire of the instrument, it also points to the courage of a composer who spent his life treading the tight-rope between his own musical interests and the demands of Soviet ‘socialist realism’.

Elena Artamonova was born in Moscow and studied at the Gnesin Music College with Ludmila Vernigorova and at the Tchaikovsky Conservatoire with Yuri Bashmet. After gaining her diplomas with honours in 1993 and 1998, she continued her studies in London with Martin Outram, violist of the Maggini Quartet, and attended the master classes of Tabea Zimmermann, Nobuko Imai, Simon Rowland-Jones and Levon Chilingirian. During her postgraduate course, she won several prizes, including the British Reserve string prize and Michael Stucky Trust award. In April 2000 she was awarded the Association of the Royal College of Music with Honours and Fellowship of the London College of Music, subsequently becoming Musician in Residence and Head of Strings at Rannoch School, Scotland. Since moving back to England a few years ago, Elena has enjoyed a career as a performer and string coach. She is currently Musician in Residence at New Hall School, Essex.

In 2003-4, commissioned by Comus Edition, Elena translated a book on the history of the viola written by a Russian author, Stanislaw Piotrowski. This historical area has been a central interest for her for some years. Since autumn 2008, she has been working on her research for ‘The Unknown Viola Music of the Russian Avant-garde Movement’ at Goldsmiths, University of London’s Centre for Russian Music, under the guidance of Professor Alexander Ivashkin, studying at the central libraries and archives in Moscow, London and New York.

Elena has performed as a soloist, chamber-musician and as a viola leader in Russia, Britain, Germany, France, Belgium, Netherlands, the USA and South Korea with various chamber groups and orchestras including the English Symphony/String Orchestras, Moscow Gnesin Chamber Orchestra, Moscow Conservatoire Chamber Orchestra, Leonardo Orchestra and the Russian Chamber Orchestra of London.

Nicholas Walker, acclaimed by The Evening Standard London as ‘a prodigy, of awesome technical fluency backed by exceptional artistry’, studied at the Royal Academy of Music and at the Moscow Conservatoire. Winner of the first Newport International Piano Competition, he has performed with major British Orchestras, recorded for BBC Radio 3, Classica, ASV, BMG Arte Nova and Chandos, and given recitals worldwide. The first two discs of his recording of the complete Balakirev piano music for ASV received considerable critical acclaim, as has his live recording of the Lisnianov Sonata on Danacord. He is also preparing an edition of all Johann Baptist Cramer’s piano concertos, the first of which he played in the London Festival Orchestra’s ‘Virtuoso Pianists’ series. In St Petersburg recently he gave the first public performance of Balakirev’s Grande Fantaisie on Russian Folksongs, and a Balakirev Festival commemorating the centenary of the composer’s death was held at St John’s Smith Square at the end of 2010. He is currently recording the complete piano music of Balakirev for Naxos.

The Artamonova-Walker duo gave its first performance in April 2005 and since then has explored a fascinating, often undiscovered and diverse repertoire for viola and piano or harpsichord from Manulis and Handel to Alexander Grechumonov and Alfred Schnittke. Their concert programmes, with special emphasis on the Russian heritage, has brought to light some remarkable arrangements by Vadim Borisovsky of works by Vivaldi-Bach, Schumann and Dmitry Shostakovsky as well as little-known viola music by Anton Rubinstein, Sergei Vasilenko, Vladimir Kovaliov, Suliman Tsimadze, Georg Kidera and Sergei Slonimsky.
FESTIVAL
OF RUSSIAN AND SOVIET
MUSIC
11-14 July 2011

ФЕСТИВАЛЬ
РОССИЙСКОЙ И СОВЕТСКОЙ
МУЗЫКИ
11-14 июля 2011 г.

Music Department
University of Durham

Кафедра музыки
Даремский университет
Chamber recital III — Концерт камерной музыки III
Music Department, Palace Green
16:30

Sergey Vasilienko, Sonata for viola and piano
Grigory Frid, Sonata for viola and piano
Sergey Vasilienko, Four pieces on themes by sixteenth and seventeenth-century lutenists

С. Василенко. Соната для альта и фортепиано
Г. Фрид. Соната для альта и фортепиано
С. Василенко. Четыре пьесы на темы лютеністов XVI—XVII веков

Elena Artamonova (viola) — Елена Артамонова (альта)
Nicholas Walker (piano) — Николас Уокер (фортепиано)

Sergey Vasilienko (1872-1956), Sonata for viola and piano Op.46, 1923
Allegro moderato-Andante amorevole-Fughetta—Tempo del commodo (Allegro moderato)

This single-movement sonata was dedicated to Vadim Borisovsky (1900-72), who gave the premiere in the Small Hall of the Moscow Conservatoire with the composer at the piano on 8 January 1924. The style of the sonata blends reminiscences of Oriental and Romantic music with unrestrained emotional expression. Structurally, it combines elements of sonata form with concertoante features, as the soloist is allotted a lengthy cadenza at one point as well as three shorter solo episodes. The opening sonata allegro (Allegro moderato) condenses exposition and development, concluding with a dramatic cadenza. Instead of an immediate recapitulation, a second section, Andante amorevole, presents two themes of an intimate and lyrical character. A short vigorous episode, marked Molto agitato, introduces the next section, Fughetta, which comprises an exposition and counter-exposition but no development. A contrasting contemplative passage marked Sostenuto leads to a fourth section, Tempo del commodo, which acts as the recapitulation of the first movement. A modified reprise of the third-movement Fughetta is introduced before the vigorous coda.

Grigory Samuelovich Frid (b.1915) Sonata for viola and piano Op.62 No.1, 1971
(I)Tranquillo e molto cantabile; (II) Allegro; (III) Lento

This sonata was dedicated to Pyotr Drushin (1932-2007). Its three movements are based on the same thematic material, which is transformed and
developed throughout the sonata. The first and third movements are largely reflective in character, the third comprising a lengthy accompanied cadenza for the viola. The second movement, a furious moto perpetuo, featuring relentless semiquaver writing in the piano part and passionate declamatory phrases for the viola, provides an effective contrast.

Sergey Vasilenko (1872-1956), Four pieces on themes by sixteenth and seventeenth-century lutenists

(i) Pavane; (ii) Madonna Tenerina; (iii) Serenade for a Lady of my Heart; (iv) Knights

In the first decades of the twentieth century, Vasilenko undertook a few trips to Europe to carry out archival research in Vienna, Berlin, Bologna and Paris, with the aim of unearthing interesting compositions for the series of "Historic Concerts" that he ran from 1907-17 in Moscow. He was allowed to copy scores by a number of lesser-known Renaissance and Baroque composers and on his return to Russia composed several pieces based on the material that he had discovered. Amongst them were two suites dating from 1912 and 1914 respectively — Fifteenth- and sixteenth-century late music of the Minnesingers, Op. 24, and Sixteenth-century late music, Op. 24a, for chamber orchestra. The Moscow critics were enthusiastic — "early" music was virtually unknown in Russia at the time — and they especially admired two pieces by anonymous fifteenth-century composers, the exquisite "Madonna Tenerina" and "Knights", a bustling Allegro. Four pieces on themes by sixteenth- and seventeenth-century lutenists, Op. 35, dates from 1918 and three of its four movements rework material from the Op. 24 and Op. 24a suites. There is no evidence that these pieces were performed in public during the composer's lifetime and they have remained unknown to this day.

Elena Artamonova
Iain Quinn was born in Cardiff, and began his musical training as a chorister at Llandaff Cathedral and organ student of Robert Court and Nicholas Kynaston. In 1994 he moved to the USA to pursue study at The Juilliard School, New York and later the University of Hartford (BM summa cum laude), and the Institute of Sacred Music, Yale University (MM). He holds the diploma of Fellow of the Royal College of Organists and Fellow of the Royal Schools of Music. Following appointments in New York, he served as Director of Music at Trinity Episcopal Church, Hartford, Connecticut, and as Director of Music at the Cathedral Church of St. John, Albuquerque, New Mexico. He has performed throughout Europe, North America, Hong Kong, Australia, Brazil, Iceland and Russia, and his recordings appear on the Chandos, Hyperion, Paulus Gravadora, and Ravet CD labels. As a composer his compositions are published by Clari Press, Nirex Publications, GIA, and Paraclete Press. His edition of the unpublished organ works of Samuel Barber was issued by G. Schirmer (2010), and a critical edition of the organ works of Carl Czerny by A-R Editions (2011). An article on Barber was recently published in Tempo (CUP). He is Director of Music and College Tutor at the College of St. Hill and St. Bede and a Doctoral Fellow in the Department of Music, Durham University.


Elena Artamonova was born in Moscow and studied with Ludmila Vernigorova at the Gnessin Music College and Tchaikovsky Conservatoire under the world-renowned virtuoso Yuri Bashmet. After gaining diplomas with Honours in 1993 and 1998, she continued her studies in London with Martin Oram at the Maggini Quartet, attended the master classes of Nobuko Imaj, Simon Rowland Jones and Levon Chilingiriant and as a postgraduate won several prizes including the British Reserve String and Michael Stocky Trust awards. In 2000, Elena was awarded an ARCM and FCMA, subsequently becoming Head of Strings at Ransom School, South Carolina. Since moving back to England, Elena has pursued a dual career as a viola performer and string coach. She is currently Musician in Residence at New Hall School, Essex.

In 2003-04, Elena was commissioned by Comus Edition to translate Poniatowski's History of the Violin. This research field has been her central interest for some years. Since 2008, Elena has been researching 'The Unknown Violin of the Russian Avant-garde' at Goldsmith College, Centre for Russian Music, University of London, under the guidance of professor Alexander Ivashkin at the Central Libraries and Archives in Moscow, London and New York. Elena has performed in Europe, the USA and Far East, with the English Symphony/String Orchestras, Russian Chamber Orchestra of London, Leonardo Orchestra, Moscow Gnessin and Moscow Conservatoire Chamber Orchestras. Her recent engagements have included collaborations with the JAVS and Henle Verlag, a series of research presentations in the UK and recitals with Nicholas Walker (piano/harpischord) exploring other undiscovered and diverse repertoire from Mairas to Schmitt with a special emphasis on the Russian musical heritage. Their recording of complete music for viola and piano by Sergey Vaslenko, the fruit of Elena's archival investigations, will be released later this year by London label "Toccatas Classics."

Elena Artamonova описывает Московскую государственную консерваторию имени П. И. Чайковского и Ю. Фишера. Продолжает участие в лейблах, включая Trion, Lewis Music, St Cecilia, и другие. Её компакт-диски были изданы на лейблах Chandos, Hyperion, Paulus Gravadora и Ravel. Научный редактор музыкальных произведений Карла Черни (A-R Editions, 2013) и Симфония Барбер (2010).

Nicholas Walker, acclaimed by the London Evening Standard as 'a prodigy, of awesome technical fluency backed by exceptional artistry', studied at the Royal Academy of Music and at the Moscow Conservatoire. Winner of the first Newport International Piano Competition, he has performed with major British Orchestras, recorded for BBC Radio 3, Cirrus, ASV, BMG Arte Novo, and Chandos, and given recitals worldwide. The first two discs of his recording of the complete Balakirev piano music for ASV received great critical acclaim, as has his live recording of the Liapunov Sonata on Danacord. He is also preparing an edition of all Johann Baptist Cramer's piano concertos, the first of which he played in the London Festival Orchestra's "Virtuosos Pianists" series. In 2010, he gave the world premiere in St Petersburg of Balakirev's "Grande Fantasie on Russian Folksongs" and a Balakirev Festival commemorating the centenary of the composer's death was held at St John's Smith Square at the end of 2010. He is currently recording the complete piano music of Balakirev for Naxos.

Первые два компакт-диска из полного собрания фортепианных сочинений Балакирева, записанные для фирмы «ASV», а также запись концерта, на котором была исполнена соната Липунова для фирмы «Oeapscords», получили восторженный отзыв музыкальных критиков. Происходит подготовка к публикации полного собрания фортепианных концертов Иоганна Балтиста Крамера, первым из которых исполнен с Лондонским фестивальным оркестром в рамках концертной серии «Пианисты-виртуозы». Недавно Николас сыграл мировую премьеру «Большой фантазии» на русские народные темы Балакирева в Санкт-Петербурге и провел серию концертов в Церкви Святого Иоанна в Лондоне (2010), посвященных столетию со дня смерти Балакирева. В настоящий момент записывает полное собрание фортепианной музыки Балакирева для фирмы «Naxos».
PUREGOLD & Centre
for Russian Music presents:

Tuesday 14 June
‘WHO WAS SERGEI VASILENKO?’

Elena Artamanova (viola) presents a programme which will include some of Vasilenko’s published and unpublished works for viola and piano.
With Nicholas Walker (piano)

Council Chamber, Deptford Town Hall
6.00 pm, FREE - ALL WELCOME
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Programme</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Sergei Vasilenko (1872 - 1956)  
Sonata for viola and piano op.46, 1923  
Allegro moderato  
Andante amorevole  
Fuggetta-Tempo del commincio (Allegro moderato) |
| Sergei Vasilenko  
Pieces for viola and piano, 1950s |
| Sergei Vasilenko  
Four Pieces on Themes of Lute Players of the 16-17th Centuries op.35, 1918, for viola and piano  
Pavane  
Madonna Tenerina  
Serenade for a Lady of my Heart  
Knights |

**Elena Artamonova** was born in Moscow and studied at the Gnessin Music College with Ludmila Vernigorova and at the Tchaikovsky Conservatoire with Yuri Bashmet. After gaining her diplomas with honours in 1993 and 1998, she continued her studies in London with Martin Outram, violinist of the Maggini Quartet, and attended the master classes of Nobuko Imai, Simon Rowland-Jones and Leon Chilingirian. During her postgraduate course, she won several prizes, including the British Reserve string prize and Michael Stucky Trust award. In April 2000 she was awarded the Associateship of the Royal College of Music with Honours and Fellowship of the London College of Music, subsequently becoming Musician in Residence and Head of Strings at Ramnoch School, Scotland. Since moving back to England a few years ago, Elena has enjoyed a career as a performer and string coach. She is currently Musician in Residence at New Hall School, Essex.

In 2003–4, commissioned by Comus Edition, Elena translated a book on the history of the viola written by a Russian author, Stanislaw Poniatowski. This historical area has been a central interest for her for some years. Since autumn 2008, she has been working on her research for 'The Unknown Viola Music of the Russian Avant-garde Movement' at Goldsmiths College, Centre for Russian Music, University of London, under the guidance of Professor Alexander Ivashkin, studying at the central libraries and archives in Moscow, London and New York.

Elena has performed as a soloist, chamber-musician and as a viola leader in Russia, Britain, Germany, France, Belgium, Netherlands, the USA and South Korea with various chamber groups and orchestras including the English Symphony/String Orchestras, Moscow Gnesin Chamber Orchestra, Moscow Conservatoire Chamber Orchestra, Leonardo Orchestra and the Russian Chamber Orchestra of London.

**Nicholas Walker**, acclaimed by *The Evening Standard* London as ‘a prodigy, of awesome technical fluency backed by exceptional artistry’, studied at the Royal Academy of Music and at the Moscow Conservatoire. Winner of the first Newport International Piano Competition, he has performed with major British Orchestras, recorded for BBC Radio 3, Cirrus, ASV, BMG Arte Nova and Chandos, and given recitals worldwide. The first two discs of his recording of the complete Balakirev piano music for ASV received considerable critical acclaim, as has his live recording of the Liapunov Sonatas on Chandos. He is also preparing an edition of all Johann Baptist Cramer’s piano concertos, the first of which he played in the London Festival Orchestra’s ‘Virtuoso Pianiste’ series. In St Petersburg recently he gave the first public performance of Balakirev’s *Grande Fantasie on Russian Folk Songs*, and a Balakirev Festival commemorating the centenary of the composer’s death was held at St John’s Smith Square at the end of 2010. He is currently recording the complete piano music of Balakirev for Naxos.

The Artamonova-Walker duo gave its first performance in April 2005 and since then has explored a fascinating, often undiscovered and diverse repertoire for viola and piano or harpsichord from Marais and Handel to Alexander Gretchaninov and Alfred Schnittke. Their concert programmes, with special emphasis on the Russian heritage, has brought to light some remarkable arrangements by Vadim Borisovsky of works by Vivaldi-Bach, Schumann and Dmitry Bottyansky as well as little-known viola music by Anton Rubinstein, Sergei Vasilenko, Vladimir Kovalys, Sulkhun Tsintsadze, Georg Kirkor and Sergei Slonimsky.
Upcoming CD available soon.

Sergei VASILENKO
Complete Music
for Viola and Piano
Elena Artamonova, viola
Nicholas Walker, piano

Special thanks to Jeremy Lewis, Sue Poulis, Martina McEnroe,
Carol Mogridge, Pawline Salkeld, Michele Heimaid and Joana Page for all their
help and support with the preparation for this concert.

VIOLA RECITAL

"FROM TRADITION TO
MODERNITY"

PERFORMED BY
Elena Artamonova (viola)
Karim Said (piano)

TUESDAY 31ST MAY
6:30 – 8:30 PM

Mansion Assembly Room
ACS Egham International School
Elena Artamonova

Elena Artamonova was born in Moscow and studied with Ludmilla Vernadova at the Gnessin Music College and Tchaikovsky Conservatoire under the world-renowned violinist Yuri Bashmet. After gaining diplomas with Honours in 1993 and 1998, she continued her studies in London with Martin Quinlan of the Maggini Quartet. She attended the master classes of Nicolaus Ashol, Simon Rowland-Jones and Lennox Chillemi and as a postgraduate won several prizes including the British Reserve String and Michael Study Trust awards. In 2000, Elena was awarded Associateship of the Royal College of Music with Honours and LRAM, subsequently becoming Head of Strings at Rannoch School, Scotland. Since moving back to England, Elena has enjoyed her career as a viola performer and string coach. She is currently violist in Residence at New Hall School, Stave.

In 2003-04, commissioned by Comus Edition, Elena translated a book ‘History of the viola’ by a Russian author, Panteleev. This research field has been her central interest for some years. Since 2008, Elena has been researching the Unknown Field of the Russian Avant-garde’ at Goldsmiths College, Centre for Russian Music, University of London, under the guidance of professor Alexander Franchin, studying at the Central Libraries and Archives in Moscow, London and New York.

Elena has been performing in Europe, the USA and Far East, among others with the English Symphony String Orchestra, Russian Chamber Orchestra of London, Leonarda Orchestra, Moscow Gnessin and Moscow Conservatoire Chamber Orchestras. Her recent engagements have included collaborations with the JAMS and Tene Verlag, a series of research presentations in the UK and recitals with Nicholas Walker (piano/harp/flute) exploring rare and diverse repertoire from Russia to Sweden with special emphasis on Russian heritage. Their recording of complete music for violin and piano by Sergey Vasilenko, the fruit of Elena’s archival investigations, will be released later this year by London label ‘Toccata Classics’.

Kerim Said

Born in Amman in 1968, Kerim Said started playing the piano at the age of five, studying with composer and pianist Agnes Bakir. At eight he gave his first solo recital, and two years later, he played Mozart’s Concerto in C major K467 with orchestra. In September 2000 he enrolled with a scholarship at London’s Purcell School of Music where he studied with Terence Nicholson and later with Tatiana Sarkisova. In 2007, Kerim was awarded a full scholarship to continue his studies with Professor Sarkisova at London’s Royal Academy of Music.

He has performed in over twenty countries across Europe, the Middle and Far East at such venues as Manchester’s Bridgewater Hall, London’s Barbican Centre and Royal Albert Hall. He has performed with the West-Eastern Divan Orchestra and Daniel Barenboim. He has also performed with the English Chamber Orchestra under Sir Colin Davis. He is the recipient of over fifteen prizes, scholarships and awards.

Order of Programme

Part One

Sergei Vasilenko (1872-1956), Sonata for viola and piano op.46
Allegro moderato-Andante arretrato-Fugheita-Tempo del commincio (Allegro moderato)

A. Vivaldi / J.S. Bach ‘Adagio’ free arrangement for viola and piano by Vadim Borisovsky (1900-1972) from Bach’s Organ Concerto in C major BWV 594 based on A. Vivaldi’s op.7 No.5 Concerto in D major for violin and basso continuo RV 208

Overture, La Trompette, Sarabande, Rondeau, Bourree, Courante.
Double, Gigue

Interval: 15 minutes

Part Two

Grigory Frid (b. 1915) Sonata for viola and piano op. 62 No.1
Tranquillo e molto cantabile, Allegro, Lento

Sergei Vasilenko (1872-1956)
Four Pieces on the Themes of Lute Players of the 16-17th Centuries op.35 for viola and piano
Pavane, Madorna Tenerina, Serenade for a Lady of my Heart, Knights
studied at the Royal Academy of Music and at the Moscow Conservatoire.
Winner of the first Newport International Piano Competition, he has
performed with major British Orchestras, recorded for BBC Radio 3, Cirrus,
ASV, BMG Arte Nova, and Chandos, and given recitals worldwide. The first
two discs of his recording of the complete Balakirev piano music for ASV
received great critical acclaim, as has his live recording of the Liapunov
Sonata on Daacord. He is also preparing an edition of all Johann Baptist
Cramer's piano concertos, the first of which he played in the London Festival
Orchestra's "Virtuoso Pianists" series. He recently gave the world premiere
in St Petersburg of Balakirev's "Grande Fantasie on Russian Folk songs" and
a Balakirev Festival commemorating the centenary of the composer's death
was held at St John's Smith Square at the end of 2010. He is currently
recording the complete piano music of Balakirev for Naxos.

Coming soon...
Sun, Moon and Stars:
Thursday 24 March 6.30pm
Through the ages composers have been inspired by celestial bodies. Baroque
Encounter Trio present a charming recital featuring Hasse's Pallido il sole (Pale
the Sun), 'Lucidissima Face' (Endimione's song to the moon from Cavalli's La
Calista), excerpts from Vivaldi's motet Clarae Stellae Scintillate and capped off
with Barnabas Gunn's sacred cantata Sun, Moon and Stars, Praise the Lord.
With Lauren Brant (recorder), Glenn Kesby (counter tenor) and Claire Williams
(harpsichord).
Tickets: £9 / £5 students
To book call 020 7399 1953.

Join our e-list at www.handelhouse.org
Subscribe to the Handel House e-list and receive information about
forthcoming concerts, events, and exhibitions as well as special offers.

Russian Revolutions
Elena Artamonova | viola
Nicholas Walker | harpsichord
Programme

Arcangelo Corelli (1653-1713)

Sonata for violin and continuo op.5 No.7
Edited for viola and continuo by Laszlo Martos & Sandor Nagy

Johann Sebastian Bach (1685-1750)

Sonata for Viol di Gamba and harpsichord in D major BWV 1028 Arr. for viola and harpsichord by Ernst-Gunter Heinemann
Adagio, Allegro, Andante, Allegro

Friedrich Wilhelm Rust (1739-1796)

Sonata for viola and basso continuo in G major
arr. by Vadim Borisovsky (1900-72)
Allegro risoluto, Romance. Poco lento, Rondo. Grazioso

Vladimir Bakaleinikoff (1885-1953)

Gavotte for viola and piano, 1935

Many thanks for attending this event today. Music performed in this space has a special resonance, as it was this room that Handel used as a recital room and here that he rehearsed his musicians and singers when he lived at 25 Brook Street between 1723 and 1759.

Biographies

Elena Artamonova was born in Moscow and studied with Ludmila Vernigorova at the Gnesin Music College and Tchaikovsky Conservatoire under the world-renowned virtuoso Yuri Bashmet. After gaining diplomas with Honours in 1993 and 1998, she continued her studies in London with Martin Outram of the Maggini Quartet, attended the master classes of Nobuko Imai, Simon Rowland-Jones and Leon Chilingirian and as a postgraduate won several prizes including the British Reserve String and Michael Stucky Trust awards. In 2000, Elena was awarded Associateship of the Royal College of Music with Honours and FLCM, subsequently becoming Head of Strings at Rannoch School, Scotland. Since moving back to England, Elena has enjoyed her career as a viola performer and string coach. She is currently Musician in Residence at New Hall School, Essex.

In 2003-04, commissioned by Comus Edition, Elena translated a book 'History of the viola' by a Russian author, Poniatowski. This research field has been her central interest for some years. Since 2008, Elena has been researching 'The Unknown Viola of the Russian Avant-garde' at Goldsmith College, Centre for Russian Music, University of London, under the guidance of professor Alexander Ivashkin studying at the Central Libraries and Archives in Moscow, London and New York.

Elena has been performing in Europe, the USA and Far East, among others with the English Symphony/String Orchestras, Russian Chamber Orchestra of London, Leonardo Orchestra, Moscow Gnesin and Moscow Conservatoire Chamber Orchestras. Her recent engagements have included collaborations with the JAVS and Henle Verlag, a series of research presentations in the UK and recitals with Nicholas Walker (piano/harpischord) exploring often undiscovered and diverse repertoire from Marais to Schnitke with special emphasis on Russian heritage. Their recording of complete music for viola and piano by Sergey Vasilenko, the fruit of Elena's archival investigations, will be released later this year by London label 'Teocatta Classics'.

Nicholas Walker, acclaimed by the London Evening Standard as "a prodigy, of awesome technical fluency backed by exceptional artistry",
ELENA ARTAMONOVA was born in Moscow and studied at the Grieg Music College and the Tchaikovsky Conservatoire under the world-renowned viola virtuoso Yuri Bashmet. After gaining her diploma with Honours in 1993 and 1995, she continued her studies in London with Martin Outram - violist of the Margins Quartet. During her postgraduate studies, she won several prizes including the British Reserve String prize and a Menner Starck Violin Award. In April 2000, she was awarded the Associated Board of the Royal Schools of Music with Honours and Fellowship of the London College of Music subsequently becoming Musician in Residence and Head of Strings at Raine School, Scotland. Since moving back to England a few years ago, Elena has enjoyed her career as a solo performer and string teacher. She currently holds the post of Madelon in Residence at New Hall School in Essex.

In 2002-2004, commissioned by Comus Edition, Elena translated a book on the history of the violin written by a Russian author, S. Pichalovski. This historical tome has been a central text for her for some time. Since Autumn 2008, Elena has been working on her research of ‘Unheard violin works in Russia in the first half of the 20th century’ at Goldsmiths, University of London, studying at the Central Libraries and Archives in Moscow and London.

Elena has been performing as a soloist, a chamber musician and as a viola leader in Russia, Britain, Germany, France, Belgium, Netherlands, the USA and South Korea with various chamber groups and orchestras including the English Chamber Orchestra, Moscow Kremlin Chamber Orchestra, Moscow Conservatoire Chamber Orchestra, Lublin Symphony Orchestra, Chehlovsky Symphony and the Russian Chamber Orchestra of London. The engagements of this season include recitals in London with Nicholas Walker, piano, appearances at master classes of Nikolaus Harnoncourt in Switzerland as well as presentations at research conferences in the UK.

NICHOLAS WALKER, hailed by the London Evening Standard as “a prodigy of awesome technical fluency backed by exceptional artistry”, studied at the Royal Academy of Music where he won all the major awards, for both piano and composition, and at the Moscow Conservatoire.

He won the first Newport International Piano Competition while still a student in Moscow and has since played with many British orchestras, including the City of Birmingham and National Symphony Orchestra, the Royal Philharmonic, London Mozart Players, the London Festival and New Zealand’s Hall Orchestra, the Philharmonia and the BBC National Symphony Orchestra of Wales. He has recorded for BBC Radio 3, Classic FM, ASV, BMG Arte Nova, and Champs, performed at all the major London concert halls, and in North and South America, France, Germany, Switzerland, Italy, Scandinavia, Australia and Russia. Equally at home in chamber music, he is also sought after as an imaginative and sensitive accompanist.

While Nicholas Walker’s individual approach to Beethoven has brought him special acclaim – a London concert being hailed by The Times as “a masterly recital” with Beethoven’s Hammerklavier Sonata “a class of its own” – he has also been described as “a natural Balakirev performer” (Financial Times), having collected many tributes to his performance of the lyrical and late romantic. Two discs of Balakirev piano music for ASV have received great critical acclaim, and his live “leap of the piano” recording of the Uliannov Sonata on Deutsche Gesellschaft, described by Jeremy Nicholas as “Brilliant – a tour de force”.

Nicholas is also preparing an edition of all Johann Baptist Cramer’s piano concertos, the first of which he played recently at the London Festival’s Orchestra’s Virtuoso Piano series, and recordings of these will also follow. Balakirev Festivals to commemorate the 150th anniversary of Balakirev’s death are planned for the autumn of 2010 in both London and St Petersburg, where Nicholas recently gave the world premiere of the “Grande Fantasia on Russian Folksongs” in a concert devoted to Balakirev’s music; a performance which received a rapturous reception and which was described by the St Petersburg Alzabala as “astonishing”. His recent CD with Lyudmila Matchkoch of Russian music was Daily Telegraph CD of the week; their next joint project will be for the British Society. At the end of 2008 he began recording the complete piano music of Balakirev for Naxos, which will comprise six CDs containing a substantial amount of new and unrecorded material including a new movement piano sonatas.

Nicholas Walker also teaches at the Royal Academy of Music in London.
ELENA ARTAMONOVA (viola) with
NICHOLAS WALKER (piano)

SERGEY YASILENKO (1872 - 1956)
Sonata for viola and piano op. 48, (1923)

ANTONIO VIVALDI S. BACH
“Adueto” free arrangement for viola and piano by
Vladim Beresnevsky (1900 - 1972)
From Bach’s Organ Concertos in C major BWV 594 based on A. Vivaldi's op. 7 No. 5 Concerto in D major for
violin and basso continuo RV 298

SERGEY YASILENKO (1872 - 1956)
Four pieces on the Themes of Lute Players of the 14 - 16th
centuries op. 35 for viola and piano
Preludes
Madonna Tenetni
Sonnet (in the form of a sonnet)
Serenade for a Beautiful Lady
Kruglets

PROGRAMME NOTES:

SERGEY YASILENKO was not only an interesting and important figure among the composers based in
Moscow in the first half of the 20th century, but also a respected authority in orchestration and professor at the
Moscow Conservatory for fifty years. He was brought up in an aristocratic family, whose inner circle of friends
consisted of the leading writers, painters and artists of the time. I was privileged to work with his archive and
research his publications in libraries in London and Moscow.

At the beginning of the 20th century, Vasilenko undertook a tour to Europe to research in archives in
Vienna, Berlin, Bologna and Paris. His main goal was to find interesting compositions for the series of Moscow
Concerts that he ran from 1917 - 17 in Moscow. He was given permission to copy some music of the forgotten
and unknown Renaissance and Baroque composers. On his return to Russia, he wrote his own compositions
based on the original tunes of these composers. In 1912 and 1914, Vasilenkon wrote two Suites on the Themes of
Lute Music of the 15-16th Centuries for a small orchestra. These leading Moscow critics highly praised these works. Among especially admired pieces were Madonna Tenetni and Kruglets.

It is not without reason that in 1918 Vasilenkon used some of the tunes from these suites for his viola pieces.
The composer followed the style of the 16th century music, but applied to the 20th century language. The viola
part has rather extensive touring in the high register which was not typical for the Baroque period. With
the kind permission from the Composers Union Library in Moscow and the British Library in London, I was
fortunate to find the copies of the Four Pieces on the Themes of Lute Players of the 14-16th Centuries for viola
and piano, which were published for the first time and the last time in a limited edition in 1922.

Vasilenkon belonged to traditionalists rather than modernists. The Russian composers of the second half of
the 19th century were his heroes. Moreover, Vasilenkon’s early compositions were influenced by the Russian
folklore and history. In the mid-1920s, he strived to appeal to the orient and Middle Eastern themes. His concen-
troment viola sonata written in 1922 has a blend of ralinessences and influences of Oriental music.
Romaticism, classical and, at the same time, modernistic and. The format of this sonata does not
spread beyond the traditional sonata form. It also has a big cadenza and a few short cadenzas that give this
sonata some elements of a concerto rather than an ordinary chamber work. The technical features are very
demanding for 20th players. The viola part has unusually long passages of double stops, special string
preludes and a complicated manoeuvring in the high register.

The soviet musicologist, Yuri Kaidish, was of the opinion that the colours of timbres and sounds gained major
importance in Vasilenkon’s language. Vasilenkon was often interested in the external beauty of different musical
styles rather than in the depths of these philosophies. The timbre guided the consciousness of the author
giving him clues to the best choices of images and even the melodic structures of voices. The development
of an idea forms the chain of feelings: Umbral, register and them. During this process of work, a theme gains
its shape only after the inner hearing of the composer of certain themes. (Yuri Kaidish, History of Russian
Music: Moscow: Musica, 1991, tr. 10, 205.) I believe this opinion is relevant to Vasilenkon’s lute pieces as
well as the sonata.

JOHANN SEBASTIAN BACH did not write an organ concertos of his own, despite the fact that the organ
was his first instrument. He deeply admired Antonio Vivaldi and transcribed a number of his instrumental
concertos. Nowadays, these transcriptions are called Vivaldi-Bach concertos.

There is hardly a person who has heard nothing about Vivaldi or Bach. The name of the musician who
arranged for the viola this second movement of Wokald/Bach 3rd Organ concerto remains largely unknown
even among specialists. Vladim Beresnevsky faithfully reflects the piece of the founder of the Russian school
of viola performance. He was the member of the famous Beethoven Quartet which gave the premieres
of many Dmitry Shostakovich quartets. For almost 50 years, Beresnevsky taught at the Moscow Conservatoire,
in which he founded the faculty of solo viola performance. Among his many talented students was our
contemporary, an internationally renowned soloist Yuri Bashmet, who moved on to perform the viola as
a solo instrument, playing at the best concert stages around the world. Beresnevsky’s dedication and
professionalism were appreciated not only in the Soviet Union, but also abroad. Among his distinguished
students were Lionel Tertis in the UK and Paul Hindemith in Germany, to name a few. Beresnevsky made
tremendous contribution to the development of the viola and expansion of its solo repertoire. He is the
author of many fine arrangements for viola. Among them is this movement, which is a cornerstone of its kind. One
may say that Beresnevsky successfully linked the traditional and modern approaches in his free arrangement,
combined virtuosity and intimacy of the viola line in an entire work within the single movement.

The compositions that are listed in this programme are related to my PhD thesis on the Unknown Viola Music
of the Russian Avant-garde Movement.

This paper investigates the factors that made Russian Avant-garde composers to write for an instrument that
occupied a subservient position to the violin and other members of the string family up to the second half
of the 16th century. The beginning of the 20th century is regarded as the Silver Age of Russian culture owing
to the emergence of a highly gifted generation of musicians, writers and painters. The aim of this study is

to analyze the music of Nikolai Roslavlev and Sergey Vasilenko in the enhancement of the viola as a solo
instrument at the beginning of the 20th century. They both took their inspiration from the Silver Age aesthetics
and modified their language according to the requirements of the new musical epoch. Vasilenko managed to
keep the focus into the tradition whereas Roslavlev moved on towards the unconventional.

Their creative endeavours for greater efficiency took the issues of viola performance to new heights. Vladimir
Beresnevsky, the leading viola soloist in the Soviet Union at that time, played a crucial role in this process. He
gave premiers of many viola compositions dedicated to him, including the viola sonata by Vasilenko with the
author at the premiere in January 1924. Both of the completed viola sonatas by Roslavlev were also dedicated
to this fine violist. Only a few recordings of Beresnevsky survive. Thus, the viola arrangements, in particular
his free arrangements that allowed more freedom of interpretation, became the best sources for understanding
Beresnevsky’s instrumental style. They reveal the strategies and approaches that were essential for Beresnevsky
for an efficient and effective musical performance. Consequently, this knowledge could be used to test the
analysis of the factors that influenced Russian Avant-garde composers to write for the viola and this
solos in particular.

Nota: Elena Artamonova
and composition, and at the Moscow Conservatoire.

He won the first Newport International Piano Competition while still a student in Moscow and has since played with many British orchestras, including the City of Birmingham and National Symphony Orchestras, the Royal Philharmonic, London Mozart Players, the London Festival and New Queen’s Hall Orchestras, the Philharmonia and the BBC National Symphony Orchestra of Wales. He has recorded for BBC Radio 3, Cirrus, ASV, BMG Arte Nova, and Chandos, performed at all the major London concert halls, and in North and South America, France, Germany, Switzerland, Italy, Scandinavia, Australia and Russia. Equally at home in chamber music, he is also sought after as an imaginative and sensitive accompanist.

While Nicholas Walker’s individual approach to Beethoven has brought him special acclaim - a London concert being hailed by The Times as “a masterly recital” with Beethoven’s Hammerklavier Sonata “in a class of its own” - he has also been described as “a natural Balakirev performer” (Financial Times), having collected many tributes to his performance of the lyrical and late romantic. Two discs of Balakirev piano music for ASV have received great critical acclaim, as has his live “seat-of-the-pants” recording of the Liapunov Sonata on Danacord, described by Jeremy Nicholas as “thrilling...a tour de force”.

Nicholas is also preparing an edition of all Johann Baptist Cramer’s piano concertos, the first of which he played recently at the London Festival Orchestra’s “Virtuoso Pianists” series, and recordings of these will also follow. Balakirev Festivals to commemorate the 100th anniversary of Balakirev’s death are planned for the autumn of 2010 in both London and St Petersburg, where Nicholas recently gave the world premiere of the “Grande Fantasie on Russian Folksongs” in a concert devoted to Balakirev’s music, a performance which received a rapturous reception and which was described by the St Petersburg Gazette as “astonishing”. His recent CD with Lydia Mordkovich of Russian music was Daily Telegraph CD of the week, their next joint project will be the Bartok Sonatas. At the end of 2009 he began recording the complete piano music of Balakirev for Naxos, which will comprise six CDs containing a substantial amount of new and undiscovered material including a five movement piano sonata.

Nicholas Walker also teaches at the Royal Academy of Music in London.

Handel House Museum

Thursday Live at Handel House Museum
6 May 2010

Elena Artamonova - viola
Nicholas Walker - harpsichord
Programme

George Frideric Handel (1685-1759)
Sonata for violin and harpsichord in E major op.1, No.15, HWV 373
arr. for viola and harpsichord
  Adagio, Largo, Allegro, Allegro

A. Vivaldi/J.S. Bach "Adagio" free arrangement for viola and piano by Vadim Borisovsky (1900-1972)
from Bach's Organ Concerto in C major BWV 594 based on A. Vivaldi's op.7 No.5 Concerto in D major for violin and basso continuo RV 208.

Georg Philipp Telemann (1681-1767)
Suite in D major for Viola, Strings and Basso continuo TWV55:D6
arr. for viola and piano by Walter Bergmann and Watson Forbes
  Overture, La Trompette, Sarabande, Rondeau, Bourree, Courante (Double), Gigue

Sergey Vasilenko (1872-1956)
Four Pieces on the Themes of Lute Players of the 14th-17th centuries op.35
for viola and piano
  Pavane, Madonna Tenerina, Serenade for a Beautiful Lady, Knights

Biographies

Elena Artamonova was born in Moscow and studied at the Gnesin Music College and the Tchaikovsky Conservatoire under the world-renowned viola virtuoso Yuri Bashmet. After gaining her diplomas with Honours in 1993 and 1996, she continued her studies in London with Martin Outram - violist of the Maggini Quartet. During her postgraduate studies, she won several prizes including the British Reserve String prize and Michael Stuckey Trust award. In April 2000, she was awarded Associateship of the Royal College of Music with Honours and Fellowship of the London College of Music, subsequently becoming Musician in Residence and Head of Strings at Rannoch School, Scotland. Since moving back to England a few years ago, Elena has enjoyed her career as a viola performer and string coach. She currently holds the post of Musician in Residence at New Hall School in Essex.

In 2003-2004, commissioned by Comus Edition, Elena translated a book on the history of the viola written by a Russian author, S. Poniatsowski. This historical area has been a central interest for her for some years. Since Autumn 2008, Elena has been working on her research of "Unknown viola works in Russia in the first half of the 20th century" at Goldsmith College, University of London, studying at the Central Libraries and Archives in Moscow and London.

Elena has been performing as a soloist, a chamber musician and as a viola leader in Russia, Britain, Germany, France, Belgium, Netherlands, the USA and South Korea with various chamber groups and orchestras including the English Symphony/String Orchestra, Moscow Gnesin Chamber Orchestra, Moscow Conservatoire Chamber Orchestra, Leonardo Orchestra, Chelmsford Sinfonietta and the Russian Chamber Orchestra of London. The engagements of this season include recitals in London with Nicholas Walker, piano/harpischord, recording of "All Viola Music of Sergey Vasilenko", appearances at master classes of Nobuko Imai in Switzerland as well as presentations at research conferences in the UK.

Nicholas Walker, hailed by the London Evening Standard as "...a prodigy, of awesome technical fluency backed by exceptional artistry", studied at the Royal Academy of Music where he won all the major awards for both piano

Please ensure that your mobile phone is switched off during the concert.
Also, please note that photography is not allowed anywhere in Handel House.
the major London concert halls, and in North and South America,
France, Germany, Switzerland, Italy, Scandinavia, Australia and Russia.
Equally at home in chamber music, he is also sought after as an
imaginative and sensitive accompanist.

While Nicholas Walker’s individual approach to Beethoven has brought
him special acclaim - a London concert being hailed by The Times as
“a masterly recital” with Beethoven’s Hammerklavier Sonata “in a class
of its own” - he has also been described as “a natural Balakirev
performer” (Financial Times), having collected many tributes to his
performance of the lyrical and late romantic. Two discs of Balakirev
piano music for ASV have received great critical acclaim, as has his live
“seat-of-the-pants” recording of the Liapunov Sonata on Danacord,
described by Jeremy Nicholas as “thrilling...a tour de force”.

Nicholas is also preparing an edition of all Johann Baptist Cramer’s
piano concertos, the first of which he played recently at the London
Festival Orchestra’s “Virtuoso Pianists” series, and recordings of these
will also follow. Balakirev Festivals to commemorate the 100th
anniversary of Balakirev’s death are planned for the autumn of 2010 in
both London and St Petersburg, where Nicholas recently gave the
world premiere of the “Grande Fantasie on Russian Folksongs” in a
concert devoted to Balakirev’s music, a performance which received a
rapturous reception and which was described by the St Petersburg
Gazette as “astonishing”. His recent CD with Lydia Mordkovich of
Russian music was Daily Telegraph CD of the week; their next joint
project will be the Bartok Sonatas. At the end of 2009 he began
recording the complete piano music of Balakirev for Naxos, which will
comprise six CDs containing a substantial amount of new and
undiscovered material including a five movement piano sonata.

Nicholas Walker also teaches at the Royal Academy of Music in
London.

Elena Artamonova - viola
Nicholas Walker - harpsichord
Programme

Georg Philipp Telemann (1681-1767)
Sonata in B Flat major for viola and basso continuo
Largo, Allegro, Largo, Vivace

Johann Sebastian Bach (1685-1750)
Suite No. 1 in G for viola solo arr. Watson Forbes (originally for cello)
Prelude, Allemande, Courante, Sarabande,
Menuetto I, Menuetto II, Gigue.

Sergey Vasilenko (1872-1956)
"Zodiakus I.A.S." Suite of works by unknown French composers of the
18th century arr. for viola and piano
Ouverture, Passecaille, Menuett, Plaine, Musett

Dmitry Bortynensky (1751-1825)
Sonata Allegro for viola and piano arr. Vadim Borisovsky

Please ensure that your mobile phone is switched off during the concert.
Also, please note that photography is not allowed anywhere in Handel House.

Biographies

Elena Artamonova was born in Moscow and studied at the Gnesin Music
College and the Tchaikovsky Conservatoire under the world-renowned viola
virtuoso Yuri Bashmet. After gaining her diplomas with Honours in 1993 and
1998, she continued her studies in London with Martin Outram - violist of
the Maggini Quartet. During her postgraduate studies, she won several
prizes including the British Reserve String prize and Michael Stucky Trust
award. In April 2000, she was awarded an Associateship of the Royal
College of Music with Honours and Fellowship of the London College of
Music, subsequently becoming Musician in Residence and Head of Strings at
Rannoch School, Scotland. Since moving back to England, Elena has
enjoyed her career as a viola performer and string coach. She currently
holds the post of Musician in Residence at New Hall School in Essex.

In 2003-2004, commissioned by Comus Edition, Elena translated a
book on the history of the viola written by a Russian author, S.
Poniatsowski. This historical area has been a central interest for her for
some years. Since Autumn 2008, Elena has been working on her
research of "Unknown viola works in Russia in the first half of the 20th
century" at Goldsmith College, University of London, studying at the
Central Libraries and Archives in Moscow and London.

Elena has been performing as a soloist, a chamber musician and as a
viola leader in Russia, Britain, Germany, France, Belgium, Netherlands,
the USA and South Korea with various chamber groups and orchestras
including the English Symphony/String Orchestra, Moscow Gnesin
Chamber Orchestra, Moscow Conservatoire Chamber Orchestra,
Leonardo Orchestra, Chelmsford Sinfonietta and the Russian Chamber
Orchestra of London. The engagements of this season include recitals
at Handel House in London with Nicholas Walker, piano/harpischord,
appearances at master classes of Nobuko Imai in Switzerland as well
as presentations at research conferences in the UK.

Nicholas Walker, hailed by the London Evening Standard as "...a
prodigy, of awesome technical fluency backed by exceptional artistry",
studied at the Royal Academy of Music where he won all the major
awards for both piano and composition, and at the Moscow
Conservatoire.

He won the first Newport International Piano Competition while still a
student in Moscow and has since played with many British orchestras,
including the City of Birmingham and National Symphony Orchstras,
the Royal Philharmonic, London Mozart Players, the London Festival
and New Queen's Hall Orchstras; the Philharmonia and the BBC
National Symphony Orchestra of Wales. He has recorded for BBC
Radio 3, Curnus, ASV, BMG Arte Nova, and Chandos, performed at all
Forthcoming Concerts

Nicholas Walker, acclaimed by the London Evening Standard as "a prodigy, of awesome technical fluency backed by exceptional artistry", studied at the Royal Academy of Music and at the Moscow Conservatoire. Winner of the first Newport International Piano Competition, he has performed with major British Orchestras, recorded for BBC Radii3, Cirrus and BMG, and given recitals worldwide. The first two discs of his recording of the complete Balakirev piano music for ASV have received great critical acclaim, as has his recent live recording of the Lipinov Sonata on Doncord; his own "Salve Plorat Martyrum", a Millennium commission from Godolphin School Choir, is available on VIF (VRCD027). He is also preparing an edition of all Johann Baptist Cramer's piano concertos, the first of which he played recently the London Festival Orchestra's "Virtuoso Pianists" series, and is planning a Balakirev Festival for 2010 to commemorate the centenary of Balakirev's death. He recently gave the world premiere in St Petersburg of Balakirev's "Grande Fantasie on Russian Folksongs".

Saturday, March 21st 7.30pm
End of Season Celebrity Concert
INTERNATIONAL CONCERT PIANIST
PETER KATIN
Featuring works by Haydn, Schumann, Chopin, Grieg, Debussy and others.

Visitors £12 Members £8. Vouchers, which can be exchanged for programmes at the door, available at desk this afternoon or contact club by email www.edmc.org.uk or ring 01784 433922

Egham and District Music Club

Elena Artamonova
Viola
and
Nicholas Walker
Piano

Sunday, 15th February 3:00 p.m.
United Church of Egham

www.edmc.org.uk
Registered charity no 100 1718
Programme

1. Dmitry Bortnyansky (1751-1825)
   Sonata in C (1784)
   arranged for viola and piano
   Allegro Moderato

   "Suite in the Old Style" (1972)
   arranged for viola and piano

3. Sergey Vasilenko (1872-1956)
   Four pieces on the Themes of Lute Music of the 16th-17th Centuries
   for viola and piano op. 35 No. 1-4 (1918)

   INTERVAL

4. Alexander Gretchaninov (1864-1956)
   "Early Morning" op. 126th
   arranged for viola and piano

5. Vladimir Kovalév
   "Poem" for viola and piano (1952)

6. Marin Marais (1656-1728)
   "Five Old French Dances" for viola and piano
   L' Agravable. Rondeau. La Provencale. La Musette. La Malotte. Le Basque.

Artists

Elena Artamonova was born in Moscow and studied at the Gnesin Music College and the Tchaikovsky Conservatoire under the world-renowned viola virtuozi Yuri Bashmet. After gaining her diploma with Honours in 1993 and 1998, she continued her studies in London with Martin Outram - violist of the Maggini Quartet. During her postgraduate studies, she won several prizes including the British Reserve String prize and Michael Stuckey Trust award. In April 2000, she was awarded an Associateship of the Royal College of Music with Honours and Fellowship of the London College of Music, subsequently becoming Musician in Residence and Head of Strings at Rannoch School, Scotland. Since moving back to England five years ago, Elena has enjoyed her career as a viola performer and string coach. She currently holds the post of Musician in Residence at New Hall School in Essex.

In 2003-2004, commissioned by Comus Edition, Elena translated a book on the history of the viola written by a Russian author, S. Poniatowski. This historical area has been a central interest for her for some years. Recently, Elena has accepted an unconsidered offer to start her research of "Unknown viola works in Russia in the first half of the 20th century" at Goldsmith College, University of London, working at the Central Libraries and Archives in Moscow and London.

Elena has been performing as a soloist, a chamber musician and a viola leader in Russia, Britain, Germany, France, Belgium, Netherlands, the USA and South Korea with various chamber groups and orchestras including the English Symphony/Strin Orchestra, Moscow Gnesin Chamber Orchestra, Moscow Conservatoire Chamber Orchestra, Leonardo Orchestra, Chelmsford Sinfonietta and the Russian Chamber Orchestra of London. The engagements of this season include recitals at Handel House in London with Nicholas Walker, piano/furpsichord, appearances at master classes of one of the world renowned viola soloist Nobuko Imai in Switzerland and of Levon Chilingirian (OBE 2000), the leader of the Chilingirian String Quartet, as well as presentations at a number of research conferences, such as "Mother Russia" and "New Russian Music for Viola" at the University of London.
Egham & District Music Club

Elena Artamanova Viola
Nicholas Walker Piano

Welcoming back this fine Russian viola player with a programme of mainly Russian works

Sunday, February 15th, 3 p.m.
United Church, High Street, Egham

Visitors £10. Students and under 21s half price. Accompanied children free.

P&G
Registered Charity No 100 1718

Making Music
Appendix 2

Up-to-Date Classified List of Compositions by Sergei Vasilenko

Stage Works

Opera

*Skazanie o velikom grade Kitezh i tikhom ozere Svetoiare* [The Legend of the Great City of Kitezh and the Quiet Lake Svetoyar], op. 5, in one act and three scenes, libretto by Nikolai Manykin-Nevstruev, stage decorations by Apolinarii Vasnetsov and Kazimir Malevich (see also choral). First performance: Mikhail Bocharov (baritone), M.I. Polozova (mezzo-soprano), Evgenii Gorianskii (tenor), Avrelia Dobrovol’skaia (soprano), Georgii Zinov’ev (tenor), Egor Egorov (bass), Fedor Oshustovich (tenor), Mikhail Ippolitov-Ivanov (conductor), Theatre Company of the Moscow Private Opera Mamontov, the Solodovnikov Theatre, Moscow, 23 March, 1903.

*Syn solntsa* [Son of the Sun], op. 62, 1929, in four acts and nine scenes, libretto by Mikhail Gal’perin (see also orchestral and vocal). First performance: Sergei Vasilenko (conductor), Bolshoi Theatre, Moscow, 23 May, 1929.

---

1 This only up-to-date complete record of Vasilenko’s compositions has been compiled by the author of this thesis using all available unpublished and published sources on Vasilenko that are listed in the Bibliography. The following data is shown for each composition where appropriate: 1. The original title of a work is usually given in transliterated form in italics followed by its English translation in square brackets. If the work is derived from a French/Italian/Spanish/German work, then its original title is provided. 2. Keys of a work and subtitles of movements may be given. 3. Description of instrumentation, date/opus number of composition, if known. 4. Sources of the text and libretto for choral/vocal/stage/film works are given with full names of their authors (initials given only when the full name is unknown). 5. The details of a work’s first performance: full names of the soloist and conductor (initials given only when the full name is unknown), the place and date, if known. Please note that Russia was behind the Western European calendar as it used the Julian calendar until February 1918, when it changed to the Gregorian calendar adopted in the West, which resulted in a loss of 13 days (31 January 1918 was followed by 14 February 1918). 6. The inter-relationships between two works are explained and cross-references indicate where one work is derived from another.
Khristofor Kolumb [Christopher Columbus], op. 80, 1933, in four acts and seven scenes, libretto by Abram Argo and Sergei Antimonov (see also vocal). Not staged.

Buran [The Snowstorm], together with Mukhtar Ashrafi, op. 98, 1938, in four acts and six scenes, libretto by Kamil’ Iashen. First performance: Mukhtar Ashrafi (conductor), State Opera House, Tashkent, Uzbekistan, 12 June, 1939.

Velikii kanal (Dolina schast’ia) [The Grand Canal, revised under the title ‘The Valley of Fortune’], together with Mukhtar Ashrafi, op. 99, 1939, in five acts and seven scenes, libretto by Kamil’ Iashen and Mamadzhan Rakhmanov. First performance: Mukhtar Ashrafi (conductor), State Opera House, Tashkent, Uzbekistan, 12 January, 1941.

Suvorov, op. 101, 1941, in four acts and six scenes, libretto by Sigizmund Krzhizhanovskii. First performance: Naum Gol’dman (conductor), the Stanislavskii and Nemirovich-Danchenko Moscow Academic Music Theatre, 23 (or 26) February, 1942.

Ballet

Noiia [Noya], op. 42, 1923, ballet-pantomime in four acts, libretto by Anatolii Arapov. Not staged (see also ballet, orchestral, instrumental/viola/flute and piano).

Karnaval [Carnival], no opus number, 1928, in one act, revised fragment from the ballet Noiia, libretto by Anatolii Arapov. First performance: Iurii Faier (conductor), Leonid Zhukov (choreographer), Konstantin Korovin (stage design/old decorations), the Experimental Theatre (Branch of the Bolshoi Theatre), Moscow, 20 November, 1928.

V solnechnykh luchakh [In the Rays of the Sun/Au soleil], op. 17a, 1925, in one act, libretto by Kas’ian Goleizovskii (see also orchestral and piano). First performance: Boris Vron (conductor), the Lunacharskii Opera Theatre, Odessa, 1926.

Iosif prekrasnyi [Joseph the Beautiful], op. 50, 1925, in two acts, libretto by Kas’ian Goleizovskii from the Book of Genesis of the Old Testament, Boris Erdman (stage design) (see also orchestral, music for theatre plays and piano). First performance: Sergei Vasilenko (conductor), the Experimental Theatre, Moscow, 3 March, 1925.
Lola, op. 52, 1925-1926, in four acts, libretto by Kas’ian Goleizovskii (see also orchestral, chamber, instrumental/flute and piano). First performance: Vladimir Edel’man (conductor), Vladimir Burmeister (choreographer), the Stanislavskii and Nemirovich-Danchenko Moscow Academic Music Theatre, 25 June, 1943.

Treugolka [Le Tricorne/The Tricorne], op. 88, 1935, in three acts, musical material from Manuel de Falla, Isaac Albeniz and Spanish folk music, libretto by Mikhail Gal’perin from the novel by Pedro de Alarcón El sombrero de tres picos [The Tricorne/The Three-Cornered Hat] (see also piano). First performance: Vladimir Edel’man (conductor), Nikolai Kholfin (choreographer), the Moscow Khudozhhestvennyi [Artistic] Ballet, 7 February, 1936.

Tsygany [The Gypsies], op. 90, 1936, in three acts, libretto by Pavel Markov and Nikolai Kholfin from the poem Tsygany by Aleksandr Pushkin (see also orchestral and piano). First performance: Aleksandr Fridlender (conductor), the State Academic Opera and Ballet Theatre, Odessa, 10 June, 1937.

Ak-biliak, op. 103, 1942, in four acts, libretto by Viktor Smirnov (see also piano). First performance: Bakhram Inoiatov (conductor), State Opera and Ballet Theatre, Tashkent, Uzbekistan, 7 November, 1943.

Mirandolina, op. 122, 1946, in three acts, libretto by Petr Abolimov and Vladimir Varkovitskii from the comedy by Carlo Goldoni La locandiera [The Mistress of the Inn] (see also orchestral and piano). First performance: Semen Sakharov (conductor), Vasilii Vainonen (choreographer), the Branch of the Bolshoi Theatre, Moscow, 16 January, 1949.

Tsarevna-liagushka [The Frog Princess], in two acts, text from the Russian fairy tale Tsarevna-liagushka, opus number/date unknown. Not staged.

**Dance Suites with Symphony Orchestra**


Stepan Razin, music for the choreographic production (see also vocal). First performance: the Club of the NKVD, 25 April, 1944.

**Operetta**

Prodavets ptits [The Bird Seller], op. 84, 1934, in three acts, additional scenes and re-orchestration from the operetta Der Vogelhändler [The Bird-Seller] by Carl Zeller (see also voice and piano). First performance: Aleksandr Zalevskii (conductor), the Moscow Operetta Theatre, 16 November, 1934.

Pop i poruchik [Priest and Lieutenant], op. 89, 1935, musical comedy in three acts and five scenes, libretto by Sigizmund Krzhizhanovskii (see also voice and piano). First performance: radio broadcast. Not staged.

---

Devushka iz kofeini [The Girl from a Coffee Shop], op. 96, 1937, in three acts, libretto by Iurii Dantsiger and Dmitrii Dolev. First performance: Grigorii Iakobson (conductor), Aleksandr Orlov (artistic director), S. Tomilin (choreographer), Aleksandr Dubrovin (stage design), the State Academic Theatre of Musical Comedy, Sverdlovsk, 4 February, 1939.

Music for Theatre Plays

Al’tsesta [Alcestis], 1891, text by Euripides, a play with chorus and small orchestra, orchestration together with Aleksandr Grechaninov. First performance: Kreiman Private Gymnasium, Moscow, 3 February, 1891.

Lesnye chary [Forest Charms], 1897, text Iakov Polonskii, children’s play with piano. First performance: private family performance, Moscow, 26 December, 1897.

Peshchnoe deistvo [The Fiery Furnace], op. 7/1, 1902-1903, text by Simeon Polotskii, play with instrumental ensemble (two violins, ’cello, double-bass, clarinet, two trumpets, trombone and bass drum). First performance: Obshchestvo iskusstva i literatury [Society for Art and Literature], Moscow, 10 or 20 January, 1903.

Dragyia smeiania [Les Précieuses ridicules/ The Ridiculous Précieuses or The Affected Ladies], op. 7/2, 1903, text by Jean-Baptiste Molière translated by Ian Lakosta. First performance: Obshchestvo iskusstva i literatury, Moscow, 8 November, 1903.

Dafnis [Daphnis], op. 7/3, 1903, author of the text is unknown. First performance: Obshchestvo iskusstva i literatury, Moscow, 8 November, 1904.

Son v letniuu noch’ [A Midsummer Night’s Dream], op. 28, 1913, text by William Shakespeare (see also instrumental/viola/‘cello and piano). First performance: the Sukhodol’skie Drama Theatre, Moscow, 1915.

Ukroshchenie stroptivoi [The Taming of the Shrew], 1913, text by William Shakespeare. First performance: the Sukhodol’skie Drama Theatre, Moscow, 7 September, 1914.

Medved’ i Pasha [L'Ours et le Pacha/The Bear and the Pasha], op. 34, 1918, text by Eugene Scribe (see also piano). First performance: Children’s Musical Theatre, Moscow, 1919.

Igra interesov [Los intereses creados/The Bonds of Interest], op. 37, 1921, text by Jacinto Benavente. First performance: City Theatre, Zagorsk, July, 1921.

Legenda ob Iosife Prekrasnom [Legend of Joseph the Beautiful], op. 41, 1922, text by Ada Chumachenko (see also ballet, orchestral and piano). First performance: Children’s Musical Theatre, Moscow, 1922.

Tom Soier [Tom Sawyer], 1925, text by Mark Twain (see also piano). First performance: Children’s Musical Theatre, Moscow, 1925.

Kofeinia [Coffee Shop], 1926, text by Pavel Muratov (see also piano). First performance: the Fourth Studio MKHAT, Moscow, 1926.

Chu Iuan Vai [Chu Yuan Wai], op. 57, 1926, text by Julius Berstl. First performance: Konstantin Vinogradov (conductor), Kas’ian Goleizovskii (stage production), the Fourth Studio MKHAT, 14 May, 1926.

Smena geroev [Change of Heroes], 1930, play by Boris Romashov (see also piano). First performance: Malyi Theatre, Moscow, 1930.

Pamiati V.I. Lenina [In Memory of Vladimir Il’ich Lenin], 1930, music for play installation with mixed chorus and symphony orchestra, text by unknown author (see also choral). First performance: MKHAT, Moscow, 1930.
Doroga [Road], 1932, text by Dmitrii Smolin and Sergei Gorodetskii. Not staged.

Koldun [Witch], 1934, puppet play, text by Sergei Pelov. Not staged. \(^3\)

Wil’gel’m Tell’ [Wilhelm Tell], 1936, text by Friedrich Schiller (see also piano).

Boris Godunov, op. 91, 1937, text by Aleksandr Pushkin. First performance: Pavel Ippolitov (conductor), Malyi Theatre, Moscow, 23 April, 1937.

Ivan Bolotnikov, op. 95, 1938, text by Gavriil Dobrzhinskii. First performance: Revolution Theatre (Maikovskii Academic Theatre), Moscow, 7 February, 1938.

Petr I, op. 97, 1938, text by Aleksei Tolstoi. Not staged.


Alenushka i Ivanushka, op. 120, 1945, text by Iurii Dantsiger text from the Russian fairy tale. First performance: State Puppet Theatre, Moscow, 1946.

Symphonic Works

Orchestral


\(^3\) The RGALI archive has a resolution of the GURK (Glavnoe Upravlenie po Kontroliu za Zrelishchami i Repertuarom) [Main Administration for Control over Spectacles and Repertoire] dated 1935 allowing its performance. Further reference in: RGALI, fund 656, op. 5, ed. khr. 6135. Glavrepertkom became independent from Glavlit (Glavnoe Literaturnoe Upravlenie) [Main Administration for Literary and Publishing Affairs] under its own management, the GURK in 1933.
Sonata Allegro, 1899 (see also piano).

*Epicheskaia poema* [Epic Poem], in D major, op. 4, 1900-1903 (see also piano). First performance: Sergei Vasilenko (conductor), Moscow, 2 March, 1903.


Sad smerti [Garden of Death], in D minor, op. 12, 1907-1908, symphonic poem after the short story *The Canterville Ghost* by Oscar Wilde (see also piano). First performance: Sergei Vasilenko (conductor), the Tenth Symphonic Concert of the RMO, Moscow, 22 April, 1908.

*Polet ved’m* [Hircus Nocturnus/Flight of the Witches], in F minor, op. 15, 1908, symphonic picture (see also piano). First performance: Sergei Vasilenko (conductor), Fifth Subscription Concert of Aleksandr Ziloti, St Petersburg, 9 January, 1909.


*Fantasticheskii val’s* [Fantastic Waltz], in C major, op. 18, 1912 (see also piano). First performance: Sergei Vasilenko (conductor), Moscow, 3 January, 1915.


Concert Waltz no. 1, in D major, op. 33, 1918 (see also piano). First performance: Sergei Vasilenko (conductor), Moscow, 10 May, 1921.


Gimm ogniu [Hymn to Fire], 1925.


Chastushka, arrangement for orchestra of the song no. 9 from the Desiat’ russkikh narodnykh pesen [Ten Russian Folk Songs], op. 61, 1929, for high voice and instrumental ensemble (see also voice and instrumental ensemble, voice solo and symphony orchestra, and orchestra of Russian folk instruments).

Galop. Tanets medvedia [Gallop. Dance of the Bear], for small orchestra, from the opera Syn solntsa [Son of the Sun], op. 62, 1929 (see also opera and vocal).

Uvertiura [Overture], 1930.


Krasnoarmeiskaia rapsodiia [Red Army Rhapsody], op. 77, 1932 (see also wind band and piano). First performance: Sergei Vasilenko (conductor), Moscow, 28 April, 1932.

Symphony no. 4 Arkticheskaia [Arctic], in D minor, op. 82, 1934, dedicated to the members of the heroic expedition on the ‘Cheliuskin’, in five movements: 1. Allegro. 2. Allegro energico. 3. Sostenuto assai. 4. Presto. 5. Finale. Maestoso (see also piano). First performance: Aleksandr Gauk (conductor), Kolonnyi Zal Doma Soiuzov [Pillar Hall of the House of Unions], Moscow, 8 September, 1934.

Kontrtanets [Counter Dance], 1936.

Kazachii marsh [Cossack March], 1941.

Uzbekskaya siuita [Uzbek Suite] no. 1, op. 104, 1943, in nine movements (see also piano). First performance: David Blok (conductor), Moscow, 12 November, 1943.


Khorovod no. 1 [Roundelay], 1943.

Torzhestvennaia uvertiura [Ceremonial Overture] in C major, op. 106, 1943 (see also piano). First performance: Vladislav Smirnov (conductor), radio broadcast, 29 November, 1943.

Shest’ slavianskikh pliasok [Six Slavic Dances], op. 110, 1944 (see also piano).

Slavianskaia rapsodiia [Slavic Rhapsody], op. 114, 1945 (see also piano).

Kontsertnyi val’s [Concert Waltz] no. 2, in D major, op. 115, 1945 (see also chamber and piano).

Kontsertnyi marsh [Concert March] in F major, op. 116, 1945 (see also piano).


Symphony no. 5, in E minor, op. 123, 1947, in four movements: 1. Allegro moderato e tragico. 2. Andante amorevole. 3. Presto. 4. Allegro maestoso (see also piano). First performance: Konstantin Ivanov (conductor), the Philharmonic Concert, Moscow, 8 October, 1948.

Plasovaia [Dance], 1950.

Prazdnichnaia uvertiura ‘Svetlyi put’ [Festive Overture ‘Bright Path’] in C major, op. 131, 1951 (see also orchestra of Russian folk instruments and piano). First Performance: Sergei Vasilenko (conductor), the USSR State Radio Symphony Orchestra, Bol’shoi Zal [Big Hall] Moscow Conservatoire, 3 June, 1952.

Suite na kitaiskie narodnye temy [Suite on Chinese Folk Themes], op. 139, 1954 (see also chamber and piano). First performance: radio broadcast, 15 May, 1954.

Uvertiura-mash v pamiat’ o vossoedinenii Ukrainy s Rossiei [Overture-March in Commemoration of the Reunion of Ukraine with Russia], op. 140, 1954 (see also piano). First performance: Big Hall of the Moscow Conservatoire, 18 May, 1954.

Instrumental Concertos with Symphony Orchestra

Concerto for Violin and Orchestra no. 1, in D minor, op. 25, 1913, in three movements: 1. Allegro moderato. 2. Intermezzo. 3. Allegro vivace (see also instrumental/violin). First performance: Boris Sibor (violin), Sergei Vasilenko (conductor), Moscow, 3 January, 1915.
Concerto for Balalaika and Orchestra, in C major, op. 63, 1929, in three movements: 1. Allegro moderato. 2. Andante. 3. Allegro molto (see also instrumental/balalaika). First performance: Nikolai Osipov (balalaika), Nikolai Golovanov (conductor), the Central Club of Railway Workers, Moscow, 20 May, 1931.


Concerto for ‘Cello and Orchestra, in A major, op. 112, 1945 (see also instrumental/‘cello). First performance: Sviatoslav Knushevitskii (‘cello), Sergei Vasilenko (conductor), Moscow, 13 February, 1945.


Concerto for Harp and Orchestra, in F major, op. 126, 1949, in three movements: 1. Allegro moderato. 2. Andante. 3. Allegro vivace (see also instrumental/harp). First performance: Vera Dulova (harp), Sergei Vasilenko (conductor), the Moscow Philharmonic Orchestra, 2 December, 1949.

Concerto for Piano and Orchestra, in F sharp minor, op. 128, 1949, in three movements: 1. Allegro moderato. 2. Andantino. 3. Allegro vivace (see also piano). First performance: Iakov Zak (piano), Sergei Vasilenko (conductor), the USSR State Radio Symphony Orchestra, Big Hall of the Moscow Conservatoire, 3 June, 1952.


Concerto for Clarinet and Orchestra, in B flat minor, op. 135, 1953, in three movements: 1. Allegro moderato. 2. Adagio. 3. Allegro molto, quasi presto (see also


Variations for ‘Cello and Orchestra, op. 142, 1955 (see also instrumental/‘cello).

Wind Band

Pokhodnyi marsh Krasnoi Armii [Combat March of the Red Army], no. 1, op. 64, 1929, instrumentation by Nikolai Ivanov-Radkevich (see also piano). First performance: Vladislav Blazhevich (conductor), Moscow, 1930.

Fantaziia na temy revoliutsionnykh pesen Zapada [Fantasy on the Themes of Revolutionary Songs from the West], op. 71, 1931, instrumentation by S. Bylov. First performance: Fedor Nikolaevskii (conductor), the Orchestra of the Border Guards School of the OGPU, 17 April, 1932.

Krasnoarmeiskaia rapsodiia [Red Army Rhapsody], op. 77, 1932, arranged by Sergei Tsveifel’ (Gorchakov) (see also orchestral and piano).

Pokhodnyi marsh [Combat March], no. 2, 1938.

Dva uzbekskikh pokhodnykh marsha [Two Uzbek Marching Dances], op. 102, 1942.

Torzhestvennaia uvertiura [Ceremonial Overture], in B flat major, 1948.

**Jazz Band**

*Val's-boston* [Waltz-boston], arrangement for jazz band by Vadim Kochetov, from the music for the film *Gibel’ sensatsii* [Death of the Sensation], op. 85, 1934 (see also music for films and piano).

*Fokstrot* [Foxtrot], arrangement for jazz band by A. Aksenov, from the music for the film *Gibel’ sensatsii* [Death of the Sensation], op. 85, 1934 (see also music for films and piano).

**String Orchestra**

*Ten Pieces*, op. 143, 1955.

**Orchestra of Russian Folk Instruments**

*Desiat’ russikh narodnykh pesen* [Ten Russian Folk Songs], op. 61, 1929, arrangement for domra-balalaika orchestra, only no. 1-3, 6, 10 (see also orchestral, voice and instrumental ensemble, and voice solo and symphony orchestra).

*Marsh* [March], the fourth movement from the symphonic suite *Turkmenskie kartiny* [Turkmen Pictures], op. 68, 1931, arrangement for domra-balalaika orchestra by B. Pogrebov (see also piano and orchestral).

*Symphony no. 3 Ital’ianskaia* [Italian], in A major, op. 81, for domra-balalaika orchestra and wind band (ad libitum), 1934, in four movements: 1. *Allegro con brio*. 2. *Noktiurn* [Nocturne]. 3. *Serenada* [Serenade]. 4. *Tarantella* (see also piano). First performance: Petr Alekseev (conductor), the Orchestra of Folk Instruments of All Russian Radio Committee, Moscow, 1934.

*Mezh krutykh berezhkov* [Between Steep Banks], 1940.

*V derevne. Siuita* [In the Village. Suite], op. 105, 1943, in six movements (see also piano). First performance: Nikolai Osipov (conductor), State Russian Folk Orchestra, 1943.
Prazdnichnaia uvertiura ‘Svetlyi put’ [Festive Overture ‘Bright Path’], in C major, op. 131, 1951 (see also orchestral and piano). First performance: radio broadcast, 15 November, 1951.


Suites no. 1-2 na temy russkikh narodnykh pesen [Suites no. 1-2 on Themes of Russian Folk Songs], op. 130, 1951. First performance: radio broadcast, 1 November, 1951.

Kanal Volga-Don [Volga-Don Canal], 1952 (see also piano).

Privetstvennaia uvertiura i val’z [Welcome Overture and Waltz], op. 145, 1955.

Kolkhoznaia siuita [Kolkhoz Suite], in four movements, op. 146, 1955.

Organ

Dvoinaia fuga [Double Fugue], 1896.

Choral

Cantatas

O velikom grade Kitezhe i tikhom ozere Svetoiare [The Legend of the Great City of Kitezh and the Quiet Lake Svetoyare], cantata for soloists, chorus and symphony orchestra, text by Nikolai Manykin-Nevstruev, op. 5, 1901 (see also opera). First performance: Aleksandr Gol’deneveizer and Sergei Vasilenko (piano), Moscow Conservatoire, 15 May 1901; Vasilii Safonov (conductor), the orchestra of the Russian Music Society (RMO), choirs of the Moscow Conservatoire and the Gubonin Cappella, Subscription Concert of the RMO, Moscow, 16 February, 1902.

Kantata k 40-letnemu iubileiu Mikhaila Mikhailovicha Ippolitova-Ivanova [Cantata for the Fortieth Anniversary of Mikhail Ippolitov-Ivanov], for chorus, 15 trumpets and organ, text by Sergei Shambinago, op. 43, 1922 (see also choral). First performance: Sergei Vasilenko (conductor), Moscow, 8 November, 1922.
Kantata na stoletie Malogo teatra [Cantata for the Hundredth Anniversary of the Malyi Theatre], for chorus, organ and wind band, text by Vladimir Giliarovskii, op. 48, 1924 (see also vocal). First performance: Sergei Vasilenko (conductor), 1924.

Kantata k dvadtsatiletiu Oktiabria [Cantata for the Twentieth Anniversary of the October Revolution], for soloists, chorus and orchestra, text by Vasilii Lebedev-Kumach, op. 92, 1937 (see also vocal). First performance: Moscow, 7 November, 1937.

Kantata ‘Moskva’ [Cantata ‘Moscow’], for chorus and symphony orchestra, op. 125, 1948, traditional text.

Kantata ‘O Rodine’ [Cantata ‘On the Motherland’], for voice solo, chorus and symphony orchestra, text by Nikolai Berendgof, op. 127a.

Chorus and Symphony Orchestra

Karuseľ [Carousel], 8 Sovetskikh pliasok dlja stsenicheskoi postanovki [Eight Soviet Dances for a Stage Production], for mixed chorus and orchestra, text by Sergei Vasilenko, op. 73, 1930 (see also dance suites with symphony orchestra and piano).

Pamiati V.I. Lenina [In Memory of Vladimir Il’ich Lenin], for mixed chorus and orchestra, text by unknown author, 1930 (see also music for theatre plays).


Chorus and Piano

Kantata k 40-letnemu iubileiu Mikhaila Mikhailovicha Ippolitova-Ivanova [Cantata for the Fortieth Anniversary of Mikhail Ippolitov-Ivanov], arrangement for chorus and piano, text by Sergei Shambinago, op. 43, 1922 (see also choral).

Krasnoarmeiskaia [Red Army], op.73, 1931, arrangement from the Karuseľ’ [Carousel], 8 Sovetskikh pliasok dlja stsenicheskoi postanovki [Eight Soviet Dances for a Stage Performance].
Production], op. 73, 1930 (see also dance suites with symphony orchestra, choral and piano).

*Two Choruses for women’s voices*, texts traditional and by Sigizmund Krzhizhanovskii, 1944.

*Two Choruses*, texts traditional, opus number/date unknown.

*Shutochnyi marsh* [Joking March], no opus number, 1955 (see also chamber and instrumental/balalaika).

**Chorus a cappella**

*Metel’* [Snow Storm], for mixed chorus, text by Ivan Bunin, op. 8, 1904.

*Dva khora na iuzhnoславianskie temy* [Two Choruses on South Slavic Themes], op. 20, 1912: 1. *Dafino vino* [Red Wine of Dafina]. 2. *Tsar’ Murat* [Tsar Murat].

*Shest’ smeshannykh khorov* [Six Mixed Choruses], traditional texts, op. 94, 1937. First performance: Vladimirov (conductor), the State Choir, Moscow, 12 December, 1938.

*Piat’ smeshannykh khorov* [Five Mixed Choruses], op. 111, 1944: 1. *U prikaznykh vorot* [By the Clerk’s Gate], text by Aleksei Tolstoi. 2. *Po goram dve khmurye tuchi* [Two Gloomy Clouds over the Mountains], text by Iakov Polonskii. 3. *Vo sadu zelenom* [In a Green Garden], text traditional. 4. *Oi, chest’ li to molodtsu* [Oh, is it an Honour for the Fine Fellow?], text by Aleksei Tolstoi. 5. *Chto smolknul veseliia glas* [Why Did the Merry Voice Grow Silent?], text by Aleksandr Pushkin.

*Dva khora dlia Doma Samodeiatel’nosti* [Two Choruses for the House of Amateur Activities], for women’s chorus, 1944.

*Shest’ smeshannykh khorov* [Six Mixed Choruses], texts by Aleksei Tolstoi, Iakov Polonskii, Aleksandr Pushkin and Gavrila Derzhavin, op. 119, 1945.

*Chetyre smeshannykh khora* [Four Mixed Choruses], op. 124, 1948: 1. *Kazach’ia* [Cossack Song], text traditional. 2. *Tsyganskie pesni* [Gypsy Songs], text by Aleksei Konstantinovich Tolstoi. 3. *Polna nasha zhizn’* [Our Life is Full], text by Gavrila
Derzhavin. 4. *Zaigrali truby* [The Trumpets Started to Play], text by Aleksei Khomiakov.

**Vocal**

**Voice Solo and Symphony Orchestra**

*Two Poems*, op. 6, 1903: 1. *Vir*, text by Ivan Bunin. 2. *Vdova* [Widow], text by Iakov Polonskii (see also for voice and piano). First performance: no. 1, Vasilii Petrov (bass), Sergei Vasilenko (conductor), 24 June, 1906, Kislovodsk; no. 2, Vera Petrova-Zvantseva (mezzo-soprano), Sergei Vasilenko (conductor), the Berlin Philharmonic Orchestra, Berlin, 12 March, 1909.


*Zaklinaniia* [Incantations], suite, op. 16, 1909: 1. *Shamanskoe* [Shamanistic], text by Georgii Chulkov. 2. *Srednikh vekov* [The Middle Ages], text by Valerii Briusov. 3. *Raskol’nich’e* [Schismatic], text by Konstantin Bal’mont. 4. *Khlystovskoe* [Whips/Religious Cult], text by Konstantin Bal’mont. 5. *Zaklinanie sna* [Incantation of a Dream], text Mirra Lokhvitskaia (see also for voice and piano). First performance: Vera Petrova-Zvantseva (mezzo-soprano), Sergei Vasilenko (conductor), Moscow, 6 March, 1911.

*Maoriiskie pesni* [Maori Songs], texts by Konstantin Bal’mont, arrangement for voice solo and small orchestra, op. 23, 1913 (see also voice and piano). First performance: Antonina Nezhdanova (soprano), Sergei Vasilenko (conductor), the RMO, Moscow, 11 February, 1917.


Ekzoticheskaia siuita [Exotic Suite], suite for voice solo and instrumental ensemble, texts by Konstantin Bal’mont, Valerii Briusov and Viacheslav Ivanov, arrangement for voice solo and small orchestra by Nikolai Anosov, op. 29, 1916 (see also voice and instrumental ensembles, voice and piano).

Zhaloby muzy [Complaints of a Muse], poem, text by Iakov Polonskii, op. 30, 1916 (see also voice and piano). First performance: Vera Petrova-Zvantseva (mezzo-soprano), Sergei Vasilenko (conductor), Moscow, 1916.

Ia v etot mir prishel [I Came to This World], text by Konstantin Bal’mont, from op. 44, no. 1, 1921 (see also voice and piano). First performance: Aleksandr Pirogov (bass), Sergei Vasilenko (conductor), Moscow, 1930.

Armianskaia serenada [Armenian Serenade], for voice and small orchestra, text by Valerii Briusov, from the Shest’ romansov [Six Romances], for high voice and piano,
Romances, for high voice and small orchestra, op. 59, 1927-1928:  1. *V mae* [In May], text by Ivan Bunin.  2. *Ia u Vas nemnogo otniala* [I Took Away a Bit from You], text by Zinaida Shishova.  3. *Giaur*. 4. *Tanets* [Dance], texts by Mikhail Gal’perin (see also voice and piano). First performance: no. 1 only, Elena Stepanova (lyric-coloratura soprano), Sergei Vasilenko (conductor), Kiev, 1931.

*Desiat’ russkikh narodnykh pesen* [Ten Russian Folk Songs], arrangement for high voice and small orchestra, only no. 1-3, 5-6, 8, op. 61, 1929 (see also orchestral, voice and instrumental ensemble, and orchestra of Russian folk instruments).

*Sovetskii chasovoi* [Soviet Guard], for low voice and orchestra, text by Dem’ian Bednyi, op. 67, 1931 (see also voice and piano). First performance: Poliaeva (voice), Vasili Tselikovskii (conductor), Moscow, 1931.

*Bal-Saiat*, from the *Chetyre romansa na teksty starinnykh turkmenskikh poetu* [Four Romances on the Texts of Old Turkmen Poets] for low voice and orchestra, op. 76, no. 1, 1932 (see also voice and piano, and voice and instrumental ensemble).

*Foxtrot ‘Belaia akatsiia’* [White Acacia], for high voice and small orchestra, text by A. Minkh, from the film *Dzhul’bars*, op. 87, 1935 (see also music for films, piano and, voice and piano).

Romances, no. 7 and no. 15, op. 100, 1940: *Iz-pod tainstvennoi kholodnoi polumaski* [From the Mysterious Cold Half Mask], *Kak po vol’noi voliushke* [Of Their Own Free Will] from the novel *Geroi nashego vremeni* [A Hero of Our Time], texts by Mikhail Lermontov, from the *Romances* op. 100, 1939, for voice and piano (see also voice and piano).

*Desiat’ russkikh narodnykh pesen* [Ten Russian Folk Songs], for voice solo and orchestra, texts traditional, op. 107, 1943 (see also voice and piano):  1. *Uzh ne veite vy, vetry buinye* [Oh, Do not Blow, Violent Winds]. 2. *Po senichkam Duniashen’ka guliala*

4. *Nam by, devushkam, gorpelki* [Let Us, Maidens, Play Gorpelki].

5. *Uz ty mal’chik-kydriavchik* [Oh, You Curly Boy].

6. *Skomorosh’ia* [Skomorokh].

7. *Mlad svetel mesiats* [Young Light Moon].

8. *Uz ty chuvstvui* [Oh, You Feel].


**Ia drugha zhdala** [I Was Waiting for a Friend], for voice solo and small orchestra, 1948.

**Vo lesakh dremuchikh** [In the Dense Woodland], traditional text, 1953.

**Na gore-to kalina** [A Guelder Rose Grows on the Mountain], traditional text, opus number/date unknown.

**Terentii muzh** [Terentii-Husband], traditional text, opus number/date unknown.

**Zaklinanie dozhdia** [Incantation of Rain], text by Valerii Briusov, opus number/date unknown.

**Kak u nas-to kozel** [As We Have a Goat], traditional text, opus number/date unknown.

**Voice and Instrumental Ensemble**


Two Eastern Melodies, op. 36, 1918: 1. Pesnia indusskogo voina [Song of a Hindu Warrior], for voice, cor anglais and piano or for voice, two violins, viola, ‘cello and cor anglais, text by Sergei Vasilenko. 2. Govori zhe, moi milyi [Tell Me, My Dear], for voice and piano, text by Rabindranath Tagore.

Old Minuet, for high voice, two violins, viola, ‘cello and harp, text by Percy Shelley/Konstantin Bal’mont, from Dva romansa [Two Romances], for voice and piano op. 39, no. 2, 1921 (see also voice and piano).

Armenian Serenade, Italian Serenade for voice, violin, ‘cello and piano, texts by Valerii Briusov and Sergei Vasilenko, from the Shest’ romansov [Six Romances] for high voice and piano, op. 45, no. 3 and no. 6, 1921 (see also voice and piano, voice solo and symphony orchestra).

Six Hindu Melodies, for high voice, violin and piano, texts by Rabindranath Tagore, op. 51, 1925.


Javanese Song, for low voice and cor anglais, 1932.
**Chetyre romansa na teksty starinnykh turkmenskikh poetov** [Four Romances on the Texts of Old Turkmen Poets], arranged for low voice and string quartet, op. 76, no. 1-4, 1932 (see also voice and symphony orchestra, and voice and piano).


**Pesn’ o sokole** [Song of a Falcon], for voice, two violins, viola, ‘cello and double-bass, 1944.

**Vocal Ensembles and Piano**

**Tikhoiu noch’iu nad mirom** [Quiet Night of the World], for tenor, baritone and piano, text by Sergei Safonov, 1901.

**Golubi** [Pigeons], duet for soprano and mezzo-soprano, text by Sigizmund Krzhizhanovskii, 1938.

**Duet Zemfiry i Aleko** [Duet of Zemfira and Aleko], for soprano, baritone and piano, text by Aleksandr Pushkin, 1939.

**Zemlia i nebo** [Earth and Sky], for soprano, baritone and piano, text by Mikhail Lermontov, op. 100b, 1939.

**Pastoral’** [Pastoral], for soprano, mezzo-soprano and piano, text by Sigizmund Krzhizhanovskii, opus number/date unknown.

**Saliutnaia** [Firework], for tenor solo, men’s chorus and piano, text by Sigizmund Krzhizhanovskii, opus number/date unknown.
Voice and Piano

Val’s [Waltz], for high voice and piano, text by Aleksei Tolstoi, 1892.

Shest’ romansov [Six Romances], for high and medium voice, and piano, op. 2, 1898: 1. Kolybel’naia [Lullaby], text by Mirra Lokhvitskaia. 2. Zhnitsy [Reapers], text by Iakov Polonskii. 3. Ty ne dumai [Do not Think]. 4. Smert’ maliutki [Death of a Baby], texts by Mirra Lokhvitskaia. 5. Noch’ [Night], text by Semen Nadson. 6. Garol’d Svengol’m [Harold Svengolm], text by Aleksei Tolstoi.

Dve Poemy [Two Poems], op. 6, 1903: 1. Vir’, text by Ivan Bunin. 2. Vdova [Widow], text by Iakov Polonskii (see also for voice solo and symphony orchestra).

Zimnii put’ [Winter Path], poem for high voice and piano, text by Iakov Polonskii, op. 9, 1904. First performance: Dmitrii Smirnov (tenor), Sergei Vasilenko (piano), Kislovodsk, 24 June, 1906.

Tri romansa [Three Romances], for high voice and piano, op. 11, 1904: V sklepe [In the Crypt], text by Valerii Briusov. 2. Bolotnyi popik [Swamp Priest]. 3. Sol’veig [Solveig], texts by Aleksandr Blok. First performance: Vladimir Pikok (tenor), Sergei Vasilenko (piano), Obshchestvo iskusstva i literatury, Moscow, 21 April, 1908.

Chetyre romansa [Four Romances], for medium and low voice, and piano, no. 1-4, op. 13, 1908: 1. Devushka pela v tserkovnom khore [The Girl Sang in the Church Choir], text by Aleksandr Blok. 2. Tar, text by Sergei Gorodetskii. 3. Pesnia Ofelii [Song of Ophelia], text by Aleksandr Blok. 4. Novolumie [New Moon], text by Sergei Gorodetskii (see also voice solo and symphony orchestra).

Zaklinaniia [Incantations], suite for medium and high voice, and piano, op. 16, 1909: 1. Shamanskoe [Shamanistic], text by Georgii Chulkov. 2. Srednih vekov [The Middle Ages], text by Valerii Briusov. 3. Raskol’nich’e [Schismatic], text by Konstantin Bal’mont. 4. Khlystovskoe [Whips/Religious Cult], text by Konstantin Bal’mont. 5. Zaklinanie sna [Incantation of a Dream], text Mirra Lokhvitskaia (see also for voice solo and symphony orchestra).
Chetyre romansa [Four Romances], for medium and high voice, and piano, op. 19, 1912: 1. Neugasimaia lampada [The Inextinguishable Icon-Lamp]. 2. Pesnia [Song], texts by Ivan Bunin. 3. Ia lask tvoikh strashus’ [I Fear Your Caresses], text by Percy Shelley/Konstantin Bal’mont. 4. Svidanie [A Date], text by Aleksandr Blok.


Starinnye ital’ianskie pesni liubvi XVII veka [Old Italian Love Songs of the Seventeenth Century], for voice and piano, Russian translation of texts by Anna Avramova, 1913 (see also voice solo and symphony orchestra).

Starinnye frantsuzskie pesni [Old French Songs], for voice and piano, Russian translation of texts by Anna Avramova, 1913 (see also voice solo and symphony orchestra).

Pesni trubadurov XII-XIV vekov [Songs of Troubadours of the Twelfth-Fourteenth Centuries], for medium voice and piano, Russian translation of texts by Anna Avramova, 1914 (see also voice solo and symphony orchestra).

Ekzoticheskaia siuita [Exotic Suite], op. 29, 1916, suite for voice solo and instrumental ensemble, texts by Konstantin Bal’mont, Valerii Briusov and Viacheslav Ivanov, arrangement for voice and piano (see also voice and instrumental ensembles, voice solo and symphony orchestra).

Zhaloby muzy [Complaints of a Muse], poem for voice solo and symphony orchestra, text by Iakov Polonskii, arranged for voice and piano, op. 30, 1916 (see also voice solo and symphony orchestra).
Dve russkikh pesni [Two Russian Songs], for high voice and piano, op. 32, 1918: 1. Fabrichnaia [Factory], text traditional. 2. Chto ty, zor’ka [You, Dawn], text by Lev Mei.

Dva romansa [Two Romances] for voice and piano, op. 39, 1921: 1. Genii voiny [The Genius of War], text by Ivan Bunin. 2. Starinnyi menuet [Old Minuet], text by Percy Shelley/ Konstantin Bal’mont (see also voice and instrumental ensemble).


Chetyre romansa [Four Romances], op. 44, 1921: 1. Ia v etot mir prishel [I Came to This World], text by Konstantin Bal’mont. 2. Oni liubili drug druga [They Loved Each Other], text by Heinrich Heine/Mikhail Lermontov. 3. Zimnii veter [Wintery Wind], text by Aleksandr Blok. 4. Tsvetnaia pereviaz’ [Coloured Sling], text by Konstantin Bal’mont (see also voice solo and symphony orchestra).

Shest’ romansov [Six Romances], for high voice and piano op. 45, 1921: 1. Ee monolog [Her Monologue], text by Igor’ Severianin. 2. Predchuvstvie [Anticipation], text by Nadezhda Teffi. 3. Armianskaia serenada [Armenian Serenade], text by Valerii Briusov. 4. Pokrasneli i gasnut stupeni [Turning Red, the Steps are Fading], text by Aleksandr Blok. 5. Pastoral’ [Pastoral], text by Sergei Solov’ev. 6. Ital’ianskaia serenada [Italian Serenade], text by Sergei Vasilenko (see also voice solo and symphony orchestra).

Kantata na stoletie Malogo teatra [Cantata for the Hundredth Anniversary of the Malyi Theatre], arrangement for voice and piano, text by Vladimir Giliarovskii, op. 48, 1924 (see also cantatas).


Tsvety opiuma [Opium Flowers], Chinese melody for high voice and piano, text by M. Gerngross, op. 49b, 1924.

Pesni rukodel’nits [Chansons de toile/Songs of Needlewomen], four melodies from the Middle Ages for high voice and piano, text traditional, op. 54, 1918-1926.

Romances, for high voice and piano, op. 59, 1927-1928: 1. V mae [In May], text by Ivan Bunin. 2. Ia u Vas nemnogo otniala [I Took Away a Bit from You], text by Zinaida Shishova. 3. Giaur. 4. Tanets [Dance], texts by Mikhail Gal’perin (see also voice solo and symphony orchestra).

Syn solntsa [Son of the Sun], for voice and piano, from the opera Syn solntsa, op. 62, 1929 (see also opera and orchestral).


Tri narodnye melodii [Three Folk Melodies], for high voice and piano, texts traditional, 1929.


Marsh pogranichnikov [March of Border Guards], for voice and piano, 1931.

Sovetskii chasovoi [Soviet Guard], for low voice and piano, text by Dem’ian Bednyi, op. 67, 1931 (see also voice solo and symphony orchestra).

Vosem’ altaiskikh pesen [Eight Altai Songs], for medium voice and piano, text traditional, 1931.
Dve turetskie pesni [Two Turkish Songs], for high voice and piano, texts traditional, 1931: 1. Sharki-Khyzam [Sarqi-Kyzam]. 2. Pesnia zhenschin [Women’s Song].

Chetyre romansa na teksty starinnykh turkmenskikh poetov [Four Romances on the Texts of Old Turkmen Poets], for low voice and piano, op. 76, no. 1-4, 1932: 1. Bal-Saiat [Ball-Sayat/Traditional Song]. 2. Ta, chto vsekh prekrasnei [The One Who is the Most Beautiful]. 3. Tvoi kliatvy [Your Vows]. 4. Ty menia k sebe ne prosish’ [You are not Calling for Me] (see also voice solo and symphony orchestra, and voice and instrumental ensemble).

Khristofor Kolumb [Christopher Columbus], for voice and piano, from the opera Khristofor Kolumb, op. 80, 1933 (see also opera).

Vosem’ negritianskikh i indeiskikh pesen [Eight Negro and Indian Songs], for medium voice and piano, texts traditional, op. 83, 1934 (see also voice and instrumental ensemble).

Prodavets ptits [The Bird-Seller], arrangement for voice and piano of the operetta Prodavets ptits, op. 84, 1934 (see also operetta).

Zolotoe ozero [Golden Lake], arrangement for voice and piano of the music for film Zolotoe ozero, op. 86, 1935 (see also music for film).

Foxtrot ‘Belaia akatsiia’ [White Acacia], for high voice and piano, from the film Dzhul’bars, text by A. Minkh, op. 87, 1935 (see also music for films, piano and, voice solo and symphony orchestra).

Pop i poruchik [Priest and Lieutenant], arrangements for voice and piano of the musical comedy Pop i poruchik, op. 89, 1935 (see also operetta).

Chetyre pesni narodnostei SSSR iz iubileinoi Oktiabr’skoi kantaty dlia golosa s fortepiano [Four Songs of the Nationalities of the USSR from the Kantata k dvadtsatiletiu Oktiabria] arranged for voice and piano, text by Vasilii Lebedev-Kumach, op. 92, 1937 (see also cantatas): 1. Uzbekskaiia [Uzbek] (for tenor). 2.


Ariozo Aleny Dmitrievny [Arioso of Alena Dmitrievna], text from the poem Kupets Kalashnikov [The Merchant Kalashnikov] by Mikhail Lermontov, op. 100a, 1939.

Ten Russian Folk Songs, for voice and piano, texts traditional, op. 107, 1943 (see also voice solo and symphony orchestra).

Dve pesni Stepana Razina [Two Songs of Stepan Razin], for woman’s voice and piano, texts traditional, 1944 (see also dance suites with symphony orchestra): 1. Pesn’ o sokole [Song of a Falcon]. 2. Esaul gulial [Yesaul Walked].


Step’ ukrainskaia [Ukrainian Steppe], 1954.

4 Tsevnitsa is an old Russian word that was used as a symbol of poetic muse and inspiration.
Chudnyi mesiats [Wonderful Month], opus number/date unknown.

V’iuga [Snowstorm], opus number/date unknown.

Na zare ty ee ne budi [Do not Wake Her at the Dawn], opus number/date unknown.

Vniz po Volge-reke [Down the River Volga], opus number/date unknown.

Bab’ia pesnia [Woman’s Song], opus number/date unknown.

**Chamber/Instrumental**

**Chamber ensembles**

*String Quartet*, in A major, for two violins, viola and ‘cello, op. 3, 1899: 1. Allegro. 2. Andante. 3. Allegro molto (see also piano in four hands). First performance: the Student Quartet of the Moscow Conservatoire, Moscow, 1900.


*String Quartet*, in E minor, for two violins, viola and ‘cello, op. 58. First performance: the Moscow Conservatoire String Quartet - Dmitrii Tsyganov (violin), Vasilii Shirinskii (violin), Vadim Borisovskii (viola) and Sergei Shirinskii (‘cello), Small Hall of the Moscow Conservatoire, 10 January, 1928.

Desert]. First performance: the VRK (Voennorevolutionnii komitet) [Military Revolutionary Committee] Quartet, Moscow, 1930.


_Dvoinaia fuga na temy popugaia_ [Double Fugue on the Themes of a Parrot], for flute, oboe, clarinet, bassoon and xylophone, op. 66a, 1931. First performance: the VRK Quintet, Moscow, 1931.


_Kitaiskii sketch_ [Chinese Sketch], for flute, oboe, clarinet and bassoon, op. 78, 1933. First performance: the VRK Quartet, Moscow, 1933.


_Kontsertnyi val’s_ [Concert Waltz], for string quintet and piano, in D major, op. 115, 1945 (see also orchestral and piano).

_Vesnoi_ [In Spring], suite for flute, string quintet, two clarinets, bassoon, tambourine, other percussions and harp, op. 138, 1954 (see also instrumental). First performance: Aleksandr Korneev (flute), Veronika Dudarova (conductor), TSDRI, 23 February, 1956.
Zaria na Vostoke [Sunrise in the East], arranged for two violins, viola, ‘cello, double bass, flute, clarinet, trumpet and piano from the Siuita na kitaiskie narodnye temy op. 139, 1954 (see also orchestral and piano).

Shutochnyi marsh [Joking March] for two violins, viola, ‘cello, double bass, flute, clarinet, trumpet and piano, no opus number, 1955 (see also instrumental/balalaika and choral).

Skazka iuzhnykh morei [Fairy Tale of the South Seas], for two violins, viola, ‘cello, double bass, flute, clarinet and piano, opus number/date unknown (see also instrumental/violin).

Music for individual instruments with piano and without

Violin

Concerto, for violin and piano, in D minor, arrangement of the Concerto for violin and symphony orchestra, op. 25, 1913 (see also instrumental concertos).


Ballade, for violin (or balalaika) and piano, op. 72, 1931 (see also instrumental/balalaika).

Andante, for violin and piano, 1947.

Suite, for violin and piano, 1947.

Six Pieces, for violin and piano, op. 129, 1950.


Concerto, for violin and piano, in G minor, arrangement of the Concerto for violin and symphony orchestra, op. 134, 1952 (see also instrumental concertos).


Skazka iuzhnykh morei [Fairy Tale of the South Seas], for violin and piano, arrangement of the Skazka iuzhnykh morei for two violins, viola, ‘cello, double bass, flute, clarinet and piano, opus number/date unknown (see also chamber).

Budapest, for violin and piano, opus number/date unknown.

Iz vospominanii o derevne [From Memoirs of the Village], for violin and piano, opus/date unknown.

Viola

Nocturne, for viola and piano, from the music to the play Midsummer Night’s Dream after Shakespeare, 1914, manuscript is lost (see also music for theatre plays, piano and instrumental/‘cello).

Chetyre p’esy na temy liutnevoi muzyki 16 i 17 vekov [Four Pieces on Themes of Lute Music of the Sixteenth-Seventeenth Centuries], op. 35, 1918, for viola (or ‘cello) and piano: 1. Pavana [Pavane]. 2. Madonna Tenerina. 3. Serenada dame serdtsa [Serenade for the Lady of My Heart]. 4. Rytsari [Knights] (see also instrumental/‘cello and orchestral). First performance: Elena Artamonova (viola), Nicholas Walker (piano),
Sonata, for viola and piano, in D minor, op. 46, 1923. First performance: Vadim Borisovskii (viola), Sergei Vasilenko (piano), Small Hall of the Moscow Conservatoire, 8 January, 1924.


Vostochnyi tanets [Eastern Dance], for viola (or clarinet) and piano, op. 47, 1922, manuscript is lost (see also instrumental/clarinet), arrangement by Elena Artamonova. First performance: Elena Artamonova (viola), Nicholas Walker (piano), the RAM, London, 26 March, 2010.

Spiashchaia reka [Sleeping River], for viola and piano, 1951 (see also piano). First performance: Elena Artamonova (viola), Nicholas Walker (piano), the RAM, London, 31 March, 2010.

Kolybel’naiia [Lullaby], for viola and piano, opus number/date unknown. First performance: Elena Artamonova (viola), Nicholas Walker (piano), the RAM, London, 31 March, 2010.

Etiud [Etude], for viola and piano (educational), arrangement by Mikhail Reitikh and Grigorii Zinger from the Piat’ legkikh p’es for violin and piano, 1952 (see also instrumental/ violiin).

‘Cello

*Nocturne*, for ‘cello and piano, from the music to the play *Midsummer Night’s Dream* after Shakespeare, 1914, manuscript is lost (see also music for theatre plays, piano and instrumental/viola).

*Chetyre p’esy na temy liutnevoi muzyki 16 i 17 vekov* [Four Pieces on Themes of Lute Music of the Sixteenth-Seventeenth Centuries], for ‘cello (or viola) and piano, op. 35, 1918 (see also instrumental/viola and orchestral). First performance: only the *Pavane*, Dmitrii Mogilevskii (‘cello), Sergei Vasilenko (piano), Small Hall of the Moscow Conservatoire, 2 February, 1924.

*Serenade*, for ‘cello and piano, op. 31, 1918.

*Two pieces*, for ‘cello and piano, arrangement of the *Two Pieces* for ‘cello and symphony orchestra, op. 93, 1937 (see also instrumental concertos).

*Concerto*, for ‘cello and piano, arrangement of the *Concerto* for ‘cello and symphony orchestra, op. 112, 1945 (see also instrumental concertos).


*Variations*, for ‘cello and piano, arrangement of the *Variations* for ‘cello and symphony orchestra, op. 142, 1955 (see also instrumental concertos).

*Four Pieces*, for ‘cello and piano, opus number/date unknown.

**Double bass**

*Five Pieces*, for double bass and piano, 1953.
Harp

*Concerto*, for harp and piano, arrangement of the *Concerto* for harp and symphony orchestra, op. 126, 1949 (see also instrumental concertos).

Flute

*Melnnyi val’s* [Slow Waltz], arrangement for flute and piano from the ballet *Noiia*, op. 42, 1923 (see also ballet, orchestral, instrumental/viola and piano).

*Stsena u kostra* [Scene at the Bonfire], for flute and piano, from the ballet *Lola*, op. 52, 1926 (see also ballet, orchestral, chamber and piano).

*Vesnoi* [In Spring], suite for flute and piano, arrangement of the suite *Vesnoi* for flute, string quintet, two clarinets, bassoon, tambourine, other percussions and harp, op. 138, 1954.

Oboe

*Al’ba (Pesn’ na rassvete)* [Song at Sunrise], for oboe and piano, opus number/date unknown.

Clarinet

*Vostochnyi tanets* [Eastern Dance], for clarinet in B-flat (or viola) and piano, op. 47, 1922 (see also instrumental/viola).

*Concerto*, for clarinet and piano, arrangement of the *Concerto* clarinet and symphony orchestra, op. 135, 1953 (see also instrumental concertos).

Trumpet

*Concerto-Poem*, for trumpet and piano, arrangement of the *Concerto-Poem* for trumpet and symphony orchestra, op. 113, 1945 (see also instrumental concertos).

*24 Melodic Studies*, for trumpet, opus number/date unknown.
**French horn**

*Concerto*, for French horn and piano, arrangement of the *Concerto* for French horn and symphony orchestra, op. 136, 1953 (see also instrumental concertos).

**Balalaika/Domra/Bayan**

*Concerto*, for balalaika and piano, arrangement of the *Concerto* for balalaika and symphony orchestra, op. 63, 1929 (see also instrumental concertos).

*Ballade*, for balalaika (or violin) and piano, op. 72, 1931 (see also instrumental/violin).

*Suite (or Five Pieces)*, for balalaika (or violin) and piano, op. 69, 1932 (see also instrumental/violin).

*Meksikanskaia serenada* [Mexican Serenade], arrangement for domra and piano from the *Suite (or Five Pieces)*, for balalaika (or violin) and piano, op. 69, 1932.


*Ten Pieces*, for balalaika and piano, op. 144, 1955.

*Val’s* [Waltz], for balalaika and piano, op. 145, 1955.

*Shutochnyi marsh* [Joking March], for balalaika and piano, arrangement of the *Shutochnyi marsh* for two violins, viola, ‘cello, double bass, flute, clarinet, trumpet and piano, 1955 (see also chamber and choral).

**Piano**

*Mazurka*, C minor, 1886.

*Grande valse* [Grand Waltz], B flat major, 1886.

*Barcarolle*, F sharp minor, 1898.

Safo [Sappho], arrangement for piano of the symphonic declamation Safo, op. 14, 1909 (see also music for theatre plays).

Siuita na temy liutnevoi muzyki no. 2 [Suite no. 2 on the Themes of Lute Music], arrangement for piano of the Siuita na temy liutnevoi muzyki no. 2, for symphony orchestra, op. 24a, 1914 (see also orchestral and instrumental/viola/'cello).

Son v letniuiu noch’ [A Midsummer Night’s Dream], arrangement of the play Son v letniuiu noch’, op. 28, 1913 (see also instrumental/viola/’cello and music for theatre plays).

Spiashchaia reka [Sleeping River], for piano, 1916 (see also instrumental/viola).

Kontsertyi val’ [Concert Waltz] no. 1, in D major, arrangement for piano of the Kontsertyi val’s no. 1, for symphony orchestra, op. 33, 1918 (see also orchestral).

Medved’ i Pasha [L’Ours et le Pacha/The Bear and the Pasha], text by Eugene Scribe, arrangement for piano of the music for the theatre play Medved’ i Pasha, op. 34, 1918 (see also music for theatre plays).

Igra interesov [Los intereses creados/The Bonds of Interest], text Jacinto Benavente, arrangement for piano of the music for the theatre play Igra interesov, op. 37, 1921 (see also music for theatre plays).

Dva etiuda [Two Etudes], op. 38, 1921: 1. Veloce. 2. Nochnye ptitsy [Night Birds].

Legenda ob Iosife Prekrasnom [Legend of Joseph the Beautiful], arrangement for piano of the music for the children’s play Legenda ob Iosife Prekrasnom, op. 41, 1922 (see also ballet, music for theatre plays and orchestral).

Noiia [Noya], arrangement for piano of the ballet-pantomime Noiia, op. 42, 1923 (see also ballet, orchestral and instrumental/viola/flute).
Tom Soier [Tom Sawyer], arrangement for piano of the music for the theatre play Tom Soier, 1925 (see also music for theatre plays).

Iosif Prekrasnyi [Joseph the Beautiful], arrangement for piano of the ballet Iosif Prekrasnyi, op. 50, 1925 (see also ballet, music for theatre plays and orchestral).

Lola, ballet in four acts, libretto by Kas’ian Goleizovskii, arrangement for piano, op. 52, 1926 (see also ballet, orchestral, chamber and instrumental/flute).

Kofeinia [Coffee Shop], arrangement for piano of the music for the theatre play Kofeinia, 1926 (see also music for theatre plays).

Indusskaia siuita iz baleta ‘Noiia’ [Hindu Suite from the Ballet ‘Noya’], arrangement for piano of the symphonic suite, op. 42a, 1927 (see also ballet, instrumental/viola/flute).

Kitaiskaia siuita [Chinese Suite], arrangement for piano of movements 1, 5-6 from the Kitaiskaia siuita for symphony orchestra, no. 1, op. 60, 1928 (see also orchestral).

Pokhodnyi marsh Krasnoi Armii [Combat March of the Red Army], arrangement for piano of the Pokhodnyi marsh Krasnoi Armii for a wind band, no. 1, op. 64, 1929 (see also wind band).

Smena geroev [Change of Heroes], arrangement for piano of the music for the play Smena geroev, 1930 (see also music for theatre plays).

Sovetskii Vostok [Soviet East], arrangement for piano of the symphonic suite Sovetskii Vostok, op. 75, 1932 (see also orchestral).

Izmennik rodiny [Traitor to the Motherland], arrangement for piano of the music for the film Izmennik rodiny, 1932 (see also music for film).

Krasnoarmeiskaia rapsodiia [Red Army Rhapsody], op. 77, 1932 (see also orchestral and wind band).

Okraina [The Outskirts], arrangement for piano of the music for the film Okraina, 1932 (see also music for film).
Dva tantsa [Two Dances], 1934: 1. Azerbaidzhanskii [Azerbaijani]. 2. Tatarskii [Tatar].

Symphony no. 3 Ital’ianskaia [Italian], in A major, for domra-balalaika orchestra, arrangement for piano, op. 81, 1934 (see also orchestra of Russian folk instruments).

Symphony no. 4 Arkticheskaia [Arctic], in D minor, arrangement for piano, op. 82, 1934 (see also orchestral).

Gibel’ sensatsii [Death of the Sensation], arrangement for piano of the music for the film Gibel’ sensatsii, op. 85, 1934 (see also music for films and jazz band).

Dzhul’bars, arrangement for piano of the music for the film Dzhul’bars, op. 87, 1935 (see also music for films and vocal).

Treugolka [Le Tricorne/The Tricorne], ballet in three acts, arrangement for piano, op. 88, 1935 (see also ballet).

Obnovlennaia zemlia (Preobrazovatel’ prirody) [Renewed Land or The Transformer of Nature], arrangement for piano of the music for the film Obnovlennaia zemlia, 1935 (see also music for film).

Vil’gel’m Tell’ [Wilhelm Tell], text by Friedrich Schiller, arrangement for piano of the music for the theatre play Vil’gel’m Tell’, 1936 (see also music for theatre plays).

Tsygany [The Gypsies], ballet in three acts, arrangement for piano, op. 90, 1936 (see also ballet and orchestral).

Ia syn trudovogo naroda, ili shel soldat s fronta [I, the Son of Working People, or the Solder Came from the Front], arrangement for piano of the music for the film Ia syn trudovogo naroda, 1938 (see also music for film).

Klich’, poem for piano, 1941.

Ak-biliak, ballet in four acts, arrangement for piano, op. 103, 1942 (see also ballet).

Uzbek skaia siuita [Uzbek Suite], arrangement for piano of the symphonic suite no. 1, op. 104, 1943 (see also orchestral).
V derevne. Siuita [In the Village. Suite], arrangement for piano of the fourth movement from the suite V derevne for orchestra of Russian folk instruments, op. 105, 1943, (see also orchestra of Russian folk instruments).

Shest’ slavianskikh pliasok [Six Slavic Dances], arrangement for piano of the Shest’ slavianskikh pliasok for symphony orchestra, op. 110, 1944 (see also orchestral).

Propavshaia gramota [The Lost Letter], animated film, arrangement for piano, op. 109, 1944 (see also music for film).

Kontsertnyi Marsh [Concert March] in F major, arrangement for piano of the Kontsertnyi Marsh for symphony orchestra, op. 116, 1945 (see also orchestral).

Ukraïna. Siuita [Ukraine. Suite], arrangement for piano of the symphonic suite Ukraïna, op. 121, 1946 (see also orchestral).

Mirandolina, ballet in three acts, arrangement for piano, op. 122, 1946 (see also ballet and orchestral).

Symphony no. 5, in E minor, arrangement for piano, op. 123, 1947 (see also orchestral).

Siuita na kitaiskie narodnye temy [Suite on Chinese Folk Themes], arrangement for piano of the Siuita na kitaiskie narodnye temy for symphony orchestra, op. 139, 1954 (see also orchestral and chamber).

Waltz no. 3, 1955.

Waltz no. 4, 1955.

Bergamsskii tanets [The Bergamo Dance], opus number/date unknown.

My za mir [We are for Peace], opus number/date unknown.

Rabindranatu Tagoru [To Rabindranath Tagore], opus number/date unknown.
For Piano in Four Hands

Suite, arrangement for piano in four hands of the symphonic Suite, 1891 (see also orchestral).

Tri poboishcha [Three Slaughters], musical illustrations of the poem by Aleksei Konstantinovich Tolstoi, arrangement for piano in four hands of the symphonic suite Tri poboishcha, op. 1, 1895 (see also orchestral).

String Quartet, in A major, for two violins, viola and ‘cello, arrangement for piano in four hands, op. 3, 1899 (see also chamber ensembles).

Epicheskaia poema [Epic Poem], in D major, arrangement for piano in four hands of the Epicheskaia poema for symphony orchestra, op. 4, 1903 (see also orchestral).

Symphony no. 1, in G minor, in four movements, arrangement for piano in four hands, op. 10, 1904-1906 (see also orchestral).

Sad smerti [Garden of Death], in D minor, arrangement for piano in four hands of the symphonic poem Sad smerti, op. 12, 1908 (see also orchestral).

Polet ved’m [Hircus Nocturnus/ Flight of the Witches], in F minor, arrangement for piano in four hands by Vasilii Zolotarev of the symphonic picture Polet ved’m, op. 15, 1909 (see also orchestral).

V solnechnykh luchakh [Au soleil/In the Rays of the Sun], arrangement for piano in four hands of the symphonic suite V solnechnykh luchakh, op. 17, 1911 (see also orchestral).

Fantasticeskii val’s [Fantastic Waltz], in C major, arrangement for piano in four hands of the Fantasticeskii val’s for symphony orchestra, op. 18, 1912 (see also orchestral and two pianos).

Symphony no. 2, in F major, arrangement for piano in four hands by Vasilii Zolotarev, op. 22, 1913 (see also orchestral).

Noiia [Noya], arrangement for piano in four hands of the ballet-pantomime Noiia, op. 42, 1923 (see also ballet, orchestral and instrumental/viola/flute).
Turkmenskie kartiny [Turkmen Pictures], for piano in four hands, op. 68, 1931 (see also orchestral and orchestra of Russian folk instruments).

Chapaevskaiia pol’ka [The Chapaev Polka], arrangement for piano in four hands from Karusel’ [Carousel], 8 Sovetskikh pliasok dlia stsenicheskoi postanovki [Eight Soviet Dances for a Stage Production] for mixed chorus and symphony orchestra, op. 73, 1930 (see also dance suites with symphony orchestra and choral).

For Two Pianos

Sonata Allegro, arrangement for two pianos of the Sonata Allegro for symphony orchestra, 1899 (see also orchestral).

V solnechnykh luchakh [Au soleil/In the Rays of the Sun], arrangement for two pianos in eight hands by S. Popov of the symphonic suite V solnechnykh luchakh, op. 17, 1911 (see also orchestral and piano).

Torzhestvennaiia uvertiura [Ceremonial Overture], in C major, op. 106, 1943 (see also orchestral).

Slavianskaia rapsodiia [Slavic Rhapsody], arrangement for two pianos of the Slavianskaia rapsodiia for symphony orchestra, op. 114, 1945 (see also orchestral).

Kontsertnyi val’s [Concert Waltz] no. 2, in D major, arrangement for two pianos of the Kontsertnyi val’s no. 2 for symphony orchestra, op. 115, 1945 (see also orchestral and chamber).

Concerto for Piano and Orchestra, in F sharp minor, arrangement for two pianos, op. 128, 1949 (see also instrumental concertos).

Prazdnichnaia uvertiura ‘Svetlyi put’ [Festive Overture ‘Bright Path’] in C major, arrangement for two pianos from the Prazdnichnaia uvertiura ‘Svetlyi put’ for symphony orchestra, op. 131, 1951 (see also orchestral and orchestra of Russian folk instruments).
Kanal Volga-Don [Volga-Don Canal], arrangement for two pianos of the Kanal Volga-Don for orchestra of Russian folk instruments, 1952 (see also orchestra of Russian folk instruments).

Uvertiura-marsh v pamiat’ o vossoedinenii Ukrainy s Rossiei [Overture-March in Commemoration of the Reunion of Ukraine with Russia], arrangement for two pianos of the Uvertiura-marsh v pamiat’ o vossoedinenii Ukrainy s Rossiei for symphony orchestra, op. 140, 1954 (see also orchestral).

Music for Radio

Tri mushketera [Three Musketeers], play installation for piano, trumpet and percussions, text by Alexandre Dumas, op. 118, 1945.

Rozhdenie moria [The Birth of the Sea], music installation for symphony orchestra, opus number/date unknown.

Music for Film

Izmennik rodiny [Traitor to the Motherland], screenplay by Viktor Sokolov, Ivan Mutanov and L. Zipman, directed by Ivan Mutanov, 1932 (see also piano). Release details: Mezhrabpom-Film [German-Russian film studio, German branch ‘Prometheus Film’], USSR, black-and-white, 1933.

Okraina [The Outskirts], screenplay by Boris Barnet from the novel by Konstantin Finn Okraina, directed by Boris Barnet, 1932 (see also piano). Release details: Mezhrabpom-Film, USSR, black-and-white, 25 March, 1933.

Gibel’ sensatsii [Death of the Sensation], screenplay by Georgii Grebner from the play by Karel Čapek R.U.R. Rossum’s Universal Robots, directed by Aleksandr Andrievskii, op. 85, 1934 (see also piano and jazz band). Release details: Mezhrabpom-Film, USSR, black-and-white, 17 April, 1935.
Zolotoe ozero [Golden Lake], screenplay by Aleksandr Peregudov and Vladimir Shneiderov, directed Vladimir Shneiderov, op. 86, 1935 (see also piano). Release details: Mezhrabpom-Film, USSR, black-and-white, 5 June, 1935.

Dzhul’bars, screenplay by Gabriel’ El’-Registan and Vladimir Shneiderov, directed by Vladimir Shneiderov, op. 87, 1935 (see also piano and vocal). Release details: Mezhrabpom-Film, USSR, black-and-white, 1935.

Obnovlennaia zemlia (Preobrazovatel’ prirody) [Renewed Land or The Transformer of Nature], screenplay by Dzhino De Marki and B. Svetozarov about the biologist Ivan Michurin, 1935 (see also piano). Release details: Mostekhfilm, USSR, 1937.

Ia syn trudovogo naroda, ili Shel soldat s fronta [I, the Son of Working People, or the Solder Came from the Front], screenplay by Valentin Kataev from his novel Ia syn trudovogo naroda, directed by Vladimir Legoshin, 1938 (see also piano). Release details: Soiuzdetfilm, USSR, 1939.

Propavshaia gramota [The Lost Letter], animated film, screenplay by Valentina Brumberg, Zinaida Brumberg and Zinovii Kalik from the story by Nikolai Gogol’ Propavshaia gramota from the collection of stories Vechera na khutor e bliz Dikan’ki [Evenings on a Farm Near Dikan’ka], directed by Lamis Bredis and the Brumberg sisters, op. 109, 1944 (see also piano). Release details: Soiuzmultfilm, USSR, 1945.

Arrangements and Editions of Works of Other Composers

Stage works

Interliudii, ili Mezhduvroshennye zabavnye igralishcha [Interludes] (1678-1710) and a scene from the comedy O Done Iane i Don Pedre [Don Juan and Don Pedro], music

---

5 The name of the Italian screenwriter De Marki (1902-1938), who emigrated to the USSR in 1921 is absent from all published sources on Vasilenko as in 1937 De Marki was arrested by the NKVD on the charge of a membership of the Trotskyist organisation and espionage in favour of Italy. He was executed 1938 and rehabilitated in 1956. Further reference may be found in the database of the Sakharov Research Centre ‘Mir, progress, prava cheloveka’ [Peace, Progress and Human Rights]:
from Jean-Baptiste Lully, arrangement and orchestration, play with dances and small orchestra, choreography by Vasilii Tikhomirov, 1903. First performance: Sergei Vasilenko (conductor), Obshchestvo iskusstva i literatury, Moscow, February, 1903.

**Symphonic music**

Robert Schumann, *Symphony no. 3* (op. 97, 1850), in E flat major, re-instrumentation together with Vasilii Safonov, 1897. First performance: Vasilii Safonov (conductor), Moscow, 1907.


This comedy was in the repertoire of the Johann Kunst-Otto Firstov troupe in Moscow (1701-1706) and was a version of a French play about Don Juan. Further reference in: Sergei Vasilenko, *Vospominaniia*, ed. Tamara Livanova (Moscow: Sovetskii kompozitor, 1979), 360.

Ludwig van Beethoven, *The Coriolan Overture* (op. 62), re-instrumentation, 1910. First performance: Sergei Vasilenko (conductor), the Fourth Historic Concert, 14 November, 1910, or the Historic Concerts, Moscow, 1911.

Ludwig van Beethoven, *Scherzo*, from the *Symphony no. 9* (op. 125), re-instrumentation, 1910. First performance: Sergei Vasilenko (conductor), the Historic Concerts, Moscow, 1911.


Ferdinand dall’Abaco, *Church Concerto* (originally for cembalo), in A minor, orchestration with Nikolai Zriakovskii, 1913. First performance: Sergei Vasilenko (conductor), the RMO, Moscow, 5 March, 1913.


### Orchestra and Organ

Bach Johann Sebastian, *Sinfonia* from the Cantata *Wir danken dir, Gott, wir danken dir* [We Thank You, God, We Thank You], BWV29, arrangement, 1910. First performance: Sergei Vasilenko (conductor), the First Historic Concert, Moscow, 3 October, 1910.


### String Orchestra


### String Orchestra and Wind Band

Batisto Bassani, *Symphony* (originally for violin, viola and cembalo), in D major, arrangement for string orchestra and organ, 1912. First performance: Sergei Vasilenko (conductor), the Historic Concerts, Moscow, 1912.

**Vocal Works**

**Mixed Chorus and Symphony Orchestra**

Aleksandr Aleksandrov, *Gimn Sovetskogo Soiuza* [The National Anthem of the USSR], 1943. First performance: radio broadcast, 1 January, 1944.

**Vocal Ensembles and Symphony Orchestra**

Robert Schumann, *O pazhe i docheri korolia* [Vom Pagen und der Königstochter/The Bellboy and the King’s Daughter], *Four Ballades*, (originally for solo voice, chorus and orchestra, op. 140), re-orchestration, 1909. First performance: Sergei Vasilenko (conductor), Moscow, 1910.


**Voice and Symphony Orchestra**

Jean-Philippe Rameau, *Venera i sny* [Venus and Dreams], for soprano and orchestra, a scene from the fourth act *Air Spirits of the tragédies en musique* [musical tragedy] *Dardanus*, re-orchestration, 1910. First performance: Antonina Nezhdanova (soprano), Sergei Vasilenko (conductor), the Second Historic Concert, Moscow, 17 October, 1910.
Jehan Tabourot (pen name Thoinot Arbeau), *Starinnye frantsuzskie pesni* [Old French Songs] (from L’Orchésographie de Thoinot Arbeau, 1558), arrangement for voice and small orchestra, Russian translation of texts by Anna Avramova, 1910 (see also voice and piano). First performance: Antonina Nezhdanova (soprano), Sergei Vasilenko (conductor), the Second Historic Concert, Moscow, 17 October, 1910.


Edward Grieg, *V korolevskom zale* [In the King’s Hall], *Son Borgil’dy* [Borghild’s Dream], (op. 22, 1872) two scenes from incidental music/orchestral suite to the play *Sigurd Jorsalfar* by Bjørnstjerne Martinius Bjørnson, instrumentation for voice solo and orchestra, 1913. First performance: Elena Stepanova (lyric-coloratura soprano), Sergei Vasilenko (conductor), the Fifth Historic Concert, Moscow, 1 December, 1913.

*Starinnye ital’ianskie pesni i arii* [Old Italian Romances and Arias], arrangement for voice solo and orchestra, Russian translation by Anna Avramova, 1913. 1. Alessandro

---

* Trepak is an old Russian folk dance.


Edward Grieg, *Letnii vecher* [Summer’s Eve] from the *Lyric Pieces* op. 71 no. 2 (originally for piano), arranged for voice solo and orchestra, date unknown.

Edward Grieg, *Rozhdestvenskaia noch’* [Christmas Night] EG 155 (originally for voice solo and piano), arrangement for voice solo and orchestra, date unknown. First performance: Kseniiia Derzhinskaia (soprano), Mikhail Ippolitov-Ivanov (conductor), Moscow, 6 April, 1917.

**Voice and Instrumental Ensemble**

Appendix 3

A brief review of the language of the pieces of the early 1950s

It is necessary to evaluate these fine works for their future performers as the author of this thesis had the privilege to find and decipher these manuscripts for the first time.

The manuscript of a piece with the very imaginative title Spiashchaia reka [Sleeping River] is dated 5 August 1951. It is Vasilenko’s arrangement of a piece from his Antichnaia siuita [Ancient Suite] for piano, which was published by Iurgenson in Moscow in February 1915.\(^9\) The composer not only changed the key to D major from 9

---

\(^9\) No work called Ancient Suite can be found in Vasilenko’s output, though this piece Sleeping River was described as a single movement and a preliminary sketch for the picture from the Ancient Suite in the catalogue ‘Sergei Nikiforovich Vasilenko. Notograficheskii spravochnik’ published by the Sovetskii kompozitor in Moscow in 1973. The editor of the catalogue, Georgii Ivanov, stated that this piece for piano was published by the ‘Obshchestvo muzykal’no-teoreticheskoi biblioteki’ in 1916 in Moscow in the anthology ‘Zhertvam voiny’ [For the Victims of War], no. 5. This anthology dedicated to the victims of the First World War is not listed in any collections of surviving music at the leading Russian state archives and libraries in Moscow. However, this single piano movement Sleeping River from the Ancient Suite by Vasilenko is announced in a Music Anthology ‘Klich’ [The Call] of vocal and piano works, among others by Rakhmaninov, Ippolitov-Ivanov and Glazunov, published by Iurgenson in Moscow in February 1915. It is very likely that this anthology, a single copy of which is kept in RGALI (fund 995, op. 2, ed. khr. 46), was not finally published, since this copy had hand-made corrections over the printed text, suggesting that it was at a working or editorial stage. As to the question of the existence of a complete piano suite, Vasilenko wrote a symphonic suite Safo [Sappho] op. 14 in 1909, named after the Greek lyric poet. He also arranged it for piano (see Appendix 2) but left both works unpublished. According to the title of this suite and its movements printed in the book of Polianovskii, one may describe this suite as pictures of Ancient Greece that allows one to suggest that the piano piece Sleeping River and consequently its arrangement for viola and piano derived from this suite. Georgii Polianovskii, Sergei Nikiforovich Vasilenko i ego tvorchestvo (Moscow: Muzyka, 1964), 251.
its original E major but considerably reviewed the whole text, giving the viola a quasi-
cadenza section in the middle. Both instruments are equal partners in this composition,
but carrying out different roles. The viola leads the theme throughout and the piano
gives a colourful harmonic display.

The manuscript of the *Kolybel’naia* [Lullaby] is neither dated nor mentioned in
any of Vasilenko’s catalogues and published sources. However, an analysis of the style
of this work allows one to suggest that this composition belongs to the same period of
the early 1950s. This beautiful and charming piece in E minor that follows the style of a
lullaby song unexpectedly develops into a very expressive agitated middle section with
a viola cadenza, which eventually brings back the tranquillity of the initial theme.

The set of originally five contrasting picturesque pieces without an opus number
is dated 25 August 1953. However, this date appears only on the manuscript of the
second piece called *Etude*. Nevertheless, the pieces undoubtedly belong to the same
cycle, which consists of a *Preludia, Etiud, Legenda* and *Skertso* [Prelude, Etude,
Legend and Scherzo]. They survived only as viola-piano scores with many
modifications, which are at times almost impossible to read. There is another piece
inscribed *Toccata* and marked as the third in the cycle. It is the only piece of this set
that has a separate viola part. The analysis of the *Toccata’s* score and solo part revealed
that this piece is a rougher version of the *Scherzo*. The composer not only retained the
same F major key in both compositions but also kept the same viola line in the
manuscripts of both scores. Only the viola solo part of the *Toccata* differs in technical
application. It has continuous passages of double stops throughout, which Vasilenko did
not transfer to the score of this piece. It is likely that this extreme virtuosity in a brisk
tempo *allegro vivace* became a major impediment and impracticality for the composer even during its working stage. The fact that the composer himself chose the *Scherzo* version for his *Toccata* score and the very poor quality and inconsistency of the *Toccata* score manuscript allow one to decide in favour of the *Scherzo*.

The *Prelude* in this cycle is a short piece of an improvisatory character in D major. The opening theme led by the viola is vocal and chromatic in nature and, at first, does not expand into the high register. It sequentially develops with alterations in harmony and rhythm, which transform this initially delicate tune into an expressive, passionate melody. It is enriched with double stops with special emphasis on dissonant intervals of minor and major sevenths and leaps articulated by double-dotted quavers and crochets that bring extra intensity to the character of the music. In the last bars of the piece the piano takes the lead and breaks the melody into short motifs that gradually restrain and soften the emotions to *pianissimo*.

Vasilenko gave the viola a full leadership role in the *Etude*. It is not a didactic study but a concert piece, though it conforms to a single facet of technique marked by harmonic experimentation and modulation from C minor to C major. The chromatic character and uninterrupted waves of semiquaver passages written in presto might remind one of Rimskii-Korsakov’s *Flight of the Bumble-Bee*. Vasilenko placed special emphasis on the viola timbre and dynamic contrasts and finished this piece with a natural harmonic in *pianissimo*, which adds a decorative finishing touch to this virtuosic instrumental display.
The *Legend* is written in a ternary form, in which the first part is in C major, the second in D major and the recapitulation of the first modulates to A major and returns to the home key C. However, this is just a tonal frame, with which Vasilenko constantly experimented with chromatic unresolved modulations that play the role of unpredictable tonal contrasts. The piece exhibits narrative qualities not only in the title that translates from Latin ‘to be read’, but also in the instrumental texture and application, in which both instruments, in turn, become either passive or active participants. The viola is the storyteller in the introduction with the opening theme of a vocal nature accompanied by arpeggiated chords of the piano that remind one of a *gusli* player. This instrumental subordination changes and both instruments start a dialogue that leads to a *quasi viola* cadenza, an episode that precedes the middle section of a contrasting *scherzando* character. The return of the first theme is rhythmically and instrumentally unanticipated, though it retains its compound meter 9/8. The piano leads the melody, whilst the viola accompanies with ascending scalar chromatic passages in sextuplets. In common with the *Prelude*, the theme then breaks into short motifs that dissolve in *pianissimo*. The author of this thesis has discovered that this piece is Vasilenko’s arrangement of the middle part from the last movement from his *Indusskaia siuita* [Hindu/Indian Suite] op. 42a, 1927, for symphony orchestra that is based on the music from the ballet-pantomime *Noiia* [Noya] op. 42, 1923. This finding explains the unpredictability of

---

10 Similar associations formed in the *Serenade for the Lady of my Heart*. See footnote 179 in the third chapter.
tonal contrasts and picturesque quality of the piece, which initially illustrated a ballet based on oriental melodies.\(^{11}\)

The *Scherzo* in F major exhibits the traditional playful humorous character with a fast tempo marked here *Allegro molto vivace, quasi presto*. At the same time, the piece follows an unconventional route and is written in a duple time 2/4 instead of a triple meter. Vasilenko also offered an innovative approach to the form and harmonic display with modulations to distantly related and unrelated keys. It is a through-composed structure with self-contained sections ABCA\(^1\)B\(^1\) and a conclusion instead of a traditional ternary form. Nearly uninterrupted chromatic and scalar runs of semiquavers in the viola part present a spectacular technical display and timbre contrast with an accelerando in tempi toward the end of the piece.

\(^{11}\) The ballet *Noya*, in which Vasilenko used melodies of Hindu, Japanese, Vietnamese and Chinese folklore, was never staged. The archive of Vasilenko has only one concert programme, in which his orchestral *Hindu (Indian) Suite op. 42a* was performed. It was the first and, it is likely, the only performance of this work that took place in Moscow, in 1927. Sergei Vasilenko, *Priglasitel’nye bilety, programmy spektaklei i kontsertov*. Housed in RGALI, fund 2579, op. 1, ed. khr. 417, p. 2. The melody of the *Legend* in the orchestral suite is played in turn by clarinet, oboe, bassoon, upper and lower strings, violin and flute. A sound recording may be found in: Sergei Vasilenko, *Chinese Suite op. 60, Indian Suite op. 42a*. Moscow Symphony Orchestra, Henry Shek (conductor), Marco Polo 8.223783, 1995, compact disc. Further information on the ballet *Noya* and its links with Vasilenko’s viola sonata may be found in the subsection ‘Orientalism’ in the fifth chapter.
Appendix 4

The sectional division of bars marked in blue and red pencils by Sergei Vasilenko in the manuscript of his

*Sonata for Viola and Piano, op. 46*

Piano: 3+3+3+3 (2)/ 3+3+3+3 (3)/ 3+3+4+3 (4)/ 4+3+3+3 (5)/ 4+5+3+4 (6)/ 4+4+4+4

(7)/ 4+4+4+4 (8)/ 3+3+3+3 (9)/ 3+3+4+4 (10)/ 3+4+5+4 (11)/ 5+3+3+3 (12)/ 3+3+3+3

(13)/ 3+4+4+4 (14)/ 4+4+3+4+4 (15)/ 4+2+3+5+11 (16)/ 7+8+9+9 (17)/ 4+4+4+5 (18)/

5+5+5+6 (19)/ 5+5+8+6 (20)/ 5+4+3+3 (21)/ 3+3+3+3 (22)/ 4+2+3+3 (23)/ 5+8+7+3

(24)/ 3+2+3+3 (25)/ 2+3+2+2 (26)/ 3+3+3+5 (27)/ 4+3+4+4 (28)/ 2+2+3+2 (29)/

3+3+3+4+4 (30)/ 4+4+3+4+5 (31)/ 4+4+4+4 (32)/ 5+6+6+8 (33)

Viola: 4+5+4+6+4+4+3+3+3+8 (1)/ 4+4+4+9+5+8+5+8+4+4 (2)/

3+4+3+6+9+4+6+4+3+6 (3)/ 5+7+8+5+3+3+2+3+3+3 (4)/ 3+2+5+4+1+2+2+3+6+11

(5)/ 11+8+7+7+8+9+9+7+12+9+10 (6)/ 4+4+4+4+4+4+6+6+8+6+4 (7)/

5+4+5+5+5+4+3+4+5+8 (8)/ 4+4+3+4+8+4+3+6+4+4+5 (9)/ 2+2+2+2+10+5+5+5+8

(10)

Piano, total number of bars in sections: 12 11 13 13 16 16 16 16 12 14 16 14 12 15 19 25

33 17 21 24 21 12 12 23 11 9 14 15 9 17 20 16 25

Viola, total number of bars in sections: 44 55 48 42 39 97 54 48 49 41
Appendix 4a

Division of bars according to the ‘metrotektonizm’ method of Georgii Konius

Sergei Vasilenko, Sonata for Viola and Piano, op. 46, first movement

Exposition

1st theme: 1+2+2+4+/2+2+6+2+2+2+/2+2+/2+2+/2+2+2+2+2+6+6+2+2=65
or

1+2^2+2^2+/2^2+2^3+2^2+2^2+/2^2+/2^3+2^2^2+2^3+2^2 or 1+2^6+2^3+2^6+2^3+2^6+2^6+2^6

2nd theme:

5+2+5+/4+4+4+/5+5+1(2)*/+2+2+1+2+2+2+2+2+2=54 or

12+12+12+2^3+1+2^3+2^3 or 2^6+2^6+2^6+2^3+1+2^6

Development section

2+2+2+2+2+2+2+2+2+2+2+2+2+2+2+2+2+2+2+2+2+2+2+2+2+2+2+2+2+2+2+2+2+2+2+2+2+2+2+2+2+2+2+2+2+2+2+2+2+2+2+2+2+2+2+2+2+2+2+2+2+2+2+2+2+2+2+2+2+2+2+2+2+2+2+2+2+2+2+2+2+2+2+2+2+2+2+2+2+2+2+2+2+2+2+2+2+2+2+2+2+2+2+2+2+2+2+2+2+2+2+2+2+2+2+2+2+2+2+2+2+2+2+2+2+2+2+2+2+2+2+2+2+2+2+2+2+2+2+2+2+2...
Appendix 5

Aleksandr Blok

The Singing Maiden

English Version by Rosa Newmarch

In the church-choir was a maiden singing
Of all who languished in foreign lands,
Of all the great ships that sailed the ocean,
Of all whose joy had passed out of mind.

12 This translation and punctuation are copied from the only publication of this romance in English: The Singing Maiden. La jeune fille chantait, op. 13, no. 1, after Aleksandr Blok. English Version by Rosa Newmarch, paroles françaises de Georges Jean-Aubry. London, Brighton: J&W. Chester, 1917. Rosa Newmarch had to balance her translation of Blok with the melodic line and metre of the romance, which explains her occasional freedom of approach to the original text of Blok that may mislead one in the understanding of its symbolic meaning. Thus, in the last verse ‘a babe, receiving infant communion’, the translator missed out an important phrase ‘a Participant in the Mysteries’ (‘Tainy’ [Mysteries] has a capital letter in the text of Blok) that points to the representation of the Child Jesus on the icon ‘The Mother of God Hodegetria’ rather than just a baby receiving communion. For this reason, the author of this paper has attached a copy of the text of Blok in Russian and her own English translation of this poem, in which the translator followed the original text very closely. Further information on the meaning of this poem may be found in the fifth chapter in the subsection ‘Old Believers’ practices and chants and their role in Vasilenko’s musical expression’.
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She sang, and her voice to the cupola mounted,

Her snowy shoulder flashed 'neath the lamps.

And those in the shadows looked up and listened

As, white-robed, she sang, Encircled in light.

To all, her song told a tale of promise,

All ships it seemed came back safely, to port;

And all sad exiles in far distant countries

Led there a life unclouded and bright.

So sweet was her singing, so subtle the radiance;

But far up the church, near the Royal Gates,

A babe, receiving infant communion,

Kept wailing because none would ever return.
Александр Блок “Девушка пела в церковном хоре...” (Август 1905)

Девушка пела в церковном хоре

О всех усталых в чужом краю,
О всех кораблях, ушедших в море,
О всех, забывших радость свою.

Так пел ее голос, летящий в купол,
И луч сиял на белом плече,
И каждый из мрака смотрел и слушал,
Как белое платье пело в луче.

И всем казалось, что радость будет,
Что в тихой заводи все корабли,
Что на чужбине усталые люди
Светлую жизнь себе обрели.

И голос был сладок, и луч был тонок,
И только высоко, у Царских Врат,
Причастный Тайным,- плакал ребенок
О том, что никто не придет назад.

---

The girl sang in the church choir
About all who are weary in a foreign land,
About all ships headed to sea,
About all who have forgotten their joy.

So sang her voice, soaring up into the cupola,
And a ray shone on her white shoulder,
And everyone watched and listened from the gloom
As the white dress sang in the ray of light.

And it seemed to them that joy will come,
That all ships are in a quiet bay,
That the weary in a foreign land
Have gained an enlightened life for themselves.

And her voice was sweet, and the ray of light was slender,
And only high up, at the Royal Doors,
A Participant in the Mysteries – a baby was weeping
Because no-one would return.